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GLOSSARY
Affected person / Affected
household

-

Detailed Measurement
Survey

-

Compensation

-

Cut-off date

-

Ethnic minority

-

Entitlement

-

Host community

-

Income restoration

-

Income restoration
program

-

Inventory of Losses

-

Land acquisition

-

Rehabilitation

-

Means any person, household, firm or private institution who, on
account of changes resulting from the Project, or any of its phases or
subprojects, will have its (i) standard of living adversely affected; (ii)
right, title or interest in any house, land (including residential,
commercial, agricultural, forest, salt mining and/or grazing land), water
resources or any other moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed,
restricted or otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently
or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, place of work or
residence or habitat adversely affected, with or without displacement.
In the case of affected household, it includes all members residing
under one roof and operating as a single economic unit, who are
adversely affected by a project or any of its components.
With the aid of the approved detailed engineering design, this activity
involves the finalization and/or validation of the results of the inventory
of losses (IOL), severity of impacts, and list of APs earlier done during
RP preparation. The final cost of resettlement can be determined
following completion of the DMS.
Means payment in cash or in kind to replace losses of land, housing,
income and other assets caused by the Project. All compensation is
based on the principle of replacement cost, which is the method of
valuing assets to replace the loss at current market rates, plus any
transaction costs such as administrative charges, taxes, registration
and titling costs.
Means the date of completing DMS for which land and/or assets
affected by the Project are measured. The APs will be informed of the
cut-off date for each subproject component, and any people or assets
that settle in the subproject area after the cut-off date will not be
entitled to compensation and assistance under the subproject.
People with a group status having a social or cultural identity
Distinct from that of the dominant or mainstream society.
Refers to a range of measures comprising compensation, income
restoration support, transfer assistance, income substitution, relocation
support, etc. which are due to the APs, depending on the type and
severity of their losses, to restore their economic and social base.
Means the community already in residence at a proposed resettlement
or relocation site.
This is the re-establishment of sources of income and livelihood of the
affected households.
A program designed with various activities that aim to support affected
persons to recover their income / livelihood to pre-project levels. The
program is designed to address the specific needs of the affected
persons based on the socioeconomic survey and consultations
This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for
residence, commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling units;
stalls and shops; secondary structures, such as fences, tombs, wells;
trees with commercial value; etc.) and sources of income and
livelihood inside the Project right-of-way (PROJECT AREA) are
identified, measured, their owners identified, their exact location
pinpointed, and their replacement costs calculated. Additionally, the
severity of impact to the affected assets and the severity of impact to
the livelihood and productive capacity of APs will be determined.
Refers to the process whereby an individual, household, firm or private
institution is compelled by a public agency to alienate all or part of the
land it owns or possesses to the ownership and possession of that
agency for public purposes in return for compensation at replacement
costs.
This refers to additional support provided to APs losing productive
assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, to supplement
iii

Relocation

-

Resettlement and Ethnic
Minorities Development
Plan
Replacement cost

-

Replacement Cost Study

-

Resettlement

-

Resettlement Plan

-

Severely affected
households

-

Stakeholders

-

Vulnerable groups

-

-

payment of compensation for acquired assets, in order to achieve, at a
minimum, full restoration of living standards and quality of life.
This is the physical relocation of an AP from her/his pre-project place
of residence and/or business.
A plan for resettlement of an ethnic minority population, combining the
resettlement plan with specific ethnic minority concerns and cultural
sensitivity for the specific needs of the ethnic minority groups.
The amount needed to replace an affected asset net of transaction
costs such as administrative charges, taxes, registration and titling
costs.
This refers to the process involved in determining replacement costs of
affected assets based on empirical data.
This includes all measures taken to mitigate any and all adverse
impacts of a project on AP property and/or livelihoods, including
compensation, relocation (where relevant), and rehabilitation as
needed.
This is a time-bound action plan with budget setting out compensation
and resettlement strategies, objectives, entitlement, actions,
responsibilities, monitoring and evaluation.
This refers to affected households who will (i) lose 10% or more of their
total productive land and/or total income sources and/or (ii) have to
relocate.
Individuals, groups, or institutions that have an interest or stake in the
outcome of a project. The term also applies to those potentially
affected by a project. Stakeholders include land users, country,
regional and local governments, implementing agencies, project
executing agencies, groups contracted to conduct project activities at
various stages of the project, and other groups in the civil society
which may have an interest in the project.
These are distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately
or face the risk of being further marginalized by the effects of
resettlement and specifically include: (i) female headed households
with dependents, (ii) disabled household heads, (iii) households falling
under the generally accepted indicator for poverty, (iv) children and the
elderly households who are landless and with no other means of
support.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
Introduction. The objective of ADB in all development projects is to avoid involuntary
resettlement by searching and choosing options that mayimprove or otherwise reinstate the life of the
affectedindividuals as they were before the introduction of any project and further enhancethe life of the
poor and vulnerable persons affected by the project. This Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development
Plan (REMDP) is developed for the Subproject entitled Upgrading the Irrigation system and Rural Road of
LạcSơn District, HoaBinhProvince, funded by ADB. This REMDP includes the scope of impacts, legal and
policy framework, public consultation and participation, issues on gender, ethnic minorities and other
vulnerable groups results of resettlement surveys, eligibility criteria, entitlements and assistance,
institutional arrangements, implementation plan, cost estimates, monitoring and evaluation, and
grievance redress mechanisms.
2.
Scope of Impacts. The subproject is located in 4 communes of ThuongCoc, Chi Thien, PhucTuy
and PhuLuong, Lac Son district. The AHs are 189 households, in which 13 AHs losing of agricultural
land, 143 AHs losing of gardenland. 12 AH losing of forestry land. None of the AH loses more than 10%
of their productive land or income generating assets and no relocation is necessary.
3.
Legal and Policy Framework:The Project Policy Framework isformulated based on the
reconciliation of Central and Local Government and ADB Policies. The purpose of these policies is to
ensure that the lives of people affected by the subproject will be enhanced or at-least restored tonormal
standards similar to their pre-Project status. Entitlements of APs are established based on this Policy
Framework and consulted with APs. Compensation prices for affected assets are based on replacement
costs.The subproject includes upgrading irrigation system of 2 communes of PhucTuyand PhuLuong;
upgrading rural road of ChiThienandThuongCoc. Subproject components have been improved based on
existing designs in order to mitigate land acquisition.
4.
Public consultation and participation: Consultations, public meetings, and village discussions
with APs and local officials were carried out during the REMDPplanning process. Project policies and
options with regard to compensation and resettlement, EM development and income restoration have
been discussed during the meetings. Concerns and suggestions raised by the affected persons were
elicited and incorporated into the REMDP. The grievance mechanism has been designed to ensure that
APs‟ concerns and grievances are addressed and resolved in a timely and satisfactory manner. APs will
be made fully aware of their rights verbally and in writing during consultation, survey, and at the time of
compensation
5.
Issues on gender and EMs:In the 04 communes where the subproject is located, there are
people belonging tothe MuongEM group. The choice of the subproject investment here coincides with
the poverty reduction target for the ethnic minorities of HoaBinh province. The gender mainstreaming
strategy encourages the participation of women in the resettlement board, strengthensthe capacity
building activities for women and vulnerable groups to ensure that women and ethnic minorities benefit
fully from the project, while minimizing the negative impacts. The gender monitoring indicators have
been established and women will participate in the external monitoring entity.
6.
Institutional arrangement: The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, through its
CPMU, will assure coordination for the implementation of the REMDP. MARD will coordinate with the
HoaBinh Provincial Peoples‟ Committee and instruct the provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development and to ensure that the compensation andassistance are administered according to the
provisions of this REMDP. A District Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board with
representatives of affected persons, will be established to implement the compensation, assistance and
resettlement process. During resettlement implementation, external monitoring agencies recruited by
CPMU will conduct periodical monitoring missions to ensure compensation is implemented in line with
approved REMDP.
7.
Implementation schedule: The final REMDP will be implemented before the construction of the
project works. All the affected persons will be paid compensation for their affected assets in the end of
May 2013, and site clearing will be completed in May 2013.
8.
Monitoring and evaluation: The REMDP will be implemented internal monitoring by CPMU and
PPMU. In addition, an independent monitoring organization (IMO) will be employed to check the
implementation and evaluate the living conditions of affected persons after their resettlement.
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9.
Cost estimation: The total cost estimated for implementing the REMDP is 2,540,000,000 VND,
including costfor land compensation/properties, grants, monitoring and evaluation, administration and
provisionalcosts.
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I. SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. Background
10.
The total investment for the Sustainable Rural Infrastructure Development Project in Northern
Mountainous Provinces (SRIDPNMP) as funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB)is USD 138
million. The project began February 2011 and is expected to end by June 2017. The project objective is
to restore existing rural infrastructures and invest in new rural strategic infrastructures; the roads linking
from communes to districts, communes to communes, and communes to villages, small-scale irrigation
works and rural markets at the district and commune levels. As a result, the project will improve the
access and use of essential infrastructures for poor people and ethnic minorities. The governing agency
of the Integrated Rural Development Project in Northern Provinces is the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development (MARD).The responsibility was given to the Central Project Management Unit (CPMU)of
the Integrated Rural Development Project in Northern Provinces and the implementing agencies are the
1
Provincial Project Management Units (PPMU), which were established in 15 provinces of the project.
B. Project location and impact areas

Figure 1. Subproject Location

11.
The subproject “Upgrading the Irrigation System and Rural Road ofLac Son District,
HoaBinhProvince” hasthefollowing objectives: (i) upgrading irrigation works facilitates to serve agricultural
production, improve economic conditions, help local people to have a stable life and attain food security,
and (ii)upgraderural road facilities to serve local people, improve production value of handicrafts,
agricultural products, mitigate the time and cost of transportation, improve economic condition and help
local people to have a stable life.
12.

The subproject includes the following components:
(i)

(ii)

1

Upgrading irrigation system, Lac Son District. Conduct upgrading works on
damagedirrigation structures and strengthening soil canal in 02 communes of
PhuLuongandPhucTuy. Component comprisesthefollowing activities:upgradeof reservoirs
in Pheo lake, RaylakeofPhuLuong and TrungTieng lake, DamKhu lake and Roc Khao lake
of PhucTuy;strengthenirrigationoutlets; upgrade culvert underground dam; construct
management road; construct water- pipe line channel.
Upgrading rural road,Lac Son District. Upgrade the rural road with total length of 8.34
kmtorural road Grade A(22 TCN 210-92) in 2 communes of ChiThienandThuongCoc. The
width of road is 5 m (excludingculvert) and its bed width is 3.5 m. Road surface will be
asphalted according to criteria 4.5 kg/m2andstrengthened by mixed stone.

The project provinces include HaGiang, CaoBang, BacKanandTuyenQuang,LaoCai,YenBai, Thai Nguyen, Lang Son, BacGiang,
Phu Tho, Dien Bien, LaiChau, SonLa, HoaBinhandVinhPhuc.

1

13.
Irrigation works will be located in 2 communes ofPhuLuongandPhucTuy. The 2 communes are
poor communities having many difficulties in economic development.Themain income source here is
agricultural production. In the fact, the 2 communes of PhuLuong and PhucTuy have vast agricultural
lands, but productivity is low, due to shortage of water. Thus, the life of local people is poor and shortage
of food often occurs. Upgrading the irrigation structures will ensure water supply for 384 has of productive
land of PhuLuong and PhucTuy communes. Also, the project component will support ecological tourism
and aquaculture.
14.
The rural road passes through 2 communes of ChiThienandThuongCoc where the remote
communes of Lac Son often experience flood and annual erosion duringrainy season. This creates
danger riskstolife and properties of local people. The rural road subproject will enhance the mobility of
local people, connecting Chi Thien and ThuongCoctothe district centerduringrainy season. It would
likewise protect cultural and historical iswithin the communes and ensure safety for local people.
C. Measures taken to Minimize Negative Impacts
15.
Efforts to minimize the adverse social impacts of the Subproject include the adjustment of the
proposed road alignment at certain points to avoid human settlements, public facilities, water bodies, and
hilly areas. Likewise, the need for burrow pits in the construction of embankments will be minimized and
the Subproject will, whenever feasible, use materials from cuttings in the construction of embankments.
16.
During the census of APs and the inventory of losses (IOL), AHs have been advised, through
consultations,not to introduce new fixed structures within the rights of way (ROW) and further develop
structures that have already been documented during the IOL. A public information booklet (PIB) that
explains, among others, the policy on cut-off date for eligibility, will be distributed to the AHs and local
governments during the preparation of the REMDP. PIB will be distributed to the AHs and local
governments, as needed, following ADB‟s concurrence of the Project REMDP. Other than the
aforementioned, Government will ensure that the acquisition of assets, payment of compensation,
assistance and rehabilitation of the AHs will be completed prior to the issuance of notice to proceed
(NTP) to start construction works.
D. Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development Plan
17.
No.
I
I.1

I.2
I.3

II

Table 1 presents the summary of impacts
Table 1. Summary of impacts
Kind of impacts
Affected assets
Land
Of AHs Garden land
Agricultural land
Forestland
Public structures
Telephone Pillar
Fruit tree, timber trees, annual crops and aquaculture products
Annual crops
Fruit trees
Timber trees and bamboo
Perennial trees
Vulnerable households

Unit

Quantity

HH

m2
m2
m2

3,166.6
1,531
7,461

143
13
12

VND/pole

25

m2
tree
Tree/pole

1,531
12,952
10.275

HH

13

150

18.
As can be gleaned from the table, the subproject will generate negative and positive effects on
the local people. However the negative impacts will be minimal and restorable. There are 189 Muong
households accounting for 100% of affected households. An Ethnic Minority Development Plan is
therefore integrated in the Resettlement Plan for implementation.
19.
Specifically, this REMDP ensures that the subproject will (i) avoid involuntary resettlement
wherever possible; (ii) minimize involuntary resettlement by exploring project and design alternatives; (iii)
2
enhance, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced persons in real terms relative to pre-project
3
levels; and (iv) improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups.
2

3

In the context of involuntary resettlement, displaced persons are those who are physically displaced (relocation, loss of residential
land, or loss of shelter) and/or economically displaced (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of
livelihoods) as a result of (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally
designated parks and protected areas.
ADB. SPS 2009, Appendix 2: Involuntary Resettlement.

2

20.
This document develops a roadmap for affected EMs. The objective is to design and implement
the project in a way that fosters full respect for EM‟s identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood systems,
and cultural uniqueness as defined by the ethnic minorities themselves to enable them to (i) receive
culturally appropriate social and economic benefits, (ii) do not suffer adverse impacts as a result of the
4
project, and (iii) can participate actively in the project.
21.
This REMDP is the guiding document that identifies the key issues to address in reconciling the
requirements of ADB‟s Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples Policies with national and
provincial government policies. Concerns for involuntary resettlement and ethnic minorities have been
integrated in this document and will govern subproject design, implementation, and monitoring. It covers
subproject activities that trigger involuntary physical and economic displacement arising from land
acquisition and restrictions on land use.
22. This REMDP includes the following:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Policy and procedural guidelines for asset acquisition, compensation, resettlement, and
strategies that will help ensure full restoration of the affected household‟s livelihood and
standard of living;
Identification of households and communities to be adversely affected by the Project,
where they are located, what compensation and related alleviating measures to be
provided to them and how and when these measures will be carried out;
A plan on how the affected households will be involved in the various stages of the Project,
including resolution of grievances; and
An estimate budget for resettlement implementation.

23. The REMDP will be updated during project implementation following the detailed measurement
survey (DMS).
II. SCOPE OF LAND ACQUISITION AND RESETTLEMENT
A. Survey process
24.
The Resettlement Survey was conducted in the three communes affected by “Upgrading rural
irrigation system and rural road of Lac Son districts, HoaBinh Province”. The survey consisted of an
Inventory of the Losses (IOL) and a Socioeconomic Impacts Assessment study for all affected
households. A meaningful consultation with EMs,including affected and non-affected persons was held in
each subproject commune. In addition, a Replacement Cost survey (RCS) was also conducted to
determine the rates that will be used to compensate losses of land, crops, trees, structures, and other
non-land based income to ensure that project affected persons (APs) are compensated at the current
market value. The survey includes:
25.
Inventory of Losses (IOL): The inventory was conducted based on the Primary Design. For
households that were losing agricultural land or residential land without any structures, the IOL was
conducted by referring to the cadastral records of the communes. The amounts indicated for area of land
loss and use of land will be validated during the Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) that will be done
during the implementation stage. For affected persons losing houses or structures,the information
regarding theirpropertywasacquiredbyinterviewing the head of household then noting the information
about the structures from observation.
26.
Socioeconomic survey (SES): TheSocioeconomic survey was completed with respect to
Province, District and Communes by collecting information from Provincial and district Year Book, and
annual socioeconomic reports of communes. The Socioeconomic survey collected information on the
profile and characteristics of affected households, their income levels and sources of income, ethnic
composition, education levels and basic information on their plans after compensation.
27.
Rapid Replacement cost Assessment (RCS): The purpose of the Rapid Replacement Cost
Assessment was to collect information on the market prices of land and assets in the area surrounding
the road assignment, in order to apply for compensation.
28.
Focus Group Discussions (FGD) and Consultations: In addition to the survey, focus group
discussions with both affected households and non-affected households living close to the road
assignment were organized in each of the villages affected by the Project. For affected households, the
Focus Group consultations was conducted to discuss and consult with the people about the scope and
4

ADB. SPS 2009, Appendix 3: Indigenous Peoples.
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scale of impacts, entitlements, preliminary implementation schedule, and redress grievance. With the
information of the overall of the Project impacts, the FGDs have given the affected households the
opportunity to understand and share their ideas and expectations about the Project. Separate FGDs were
also held with women and ethnic minorities. In addition, in-depth interviews with both affected households
and non-affected households of which the female-headed household, ethnic minority‟s households were
alsofocused.
B. Permanent impacts
29.

AHs: The subproject “UpgradingtheIrrigationSystem and Rural Road of Lac SonDistrict includes:
(i)

(ii)

Upgrading irrigation system in PhuLuong and PhucTuy: (i) upgrade of 05 lakes in
subproject area, which are lakes of Pheo, Ray in PhuLuong and TrungTieng, Dam Khu,
Roc Khao in PhucTuy; (ii) construct outlet; (iii) construct culvert below present dam instead
of dismantling it. In fact, these structures have been upgraded on existing one, and only
small portions of acquired land were included in the construction. This component will
affect 21 households losing garden land and tree.
Upgrading rural road of ThuongCoc and Chi Thien: Total length of 8.34 km will be
upgraded to rural road criteria Grade A (22 TCN-210-92), having a width of 5 m and
asphalted. This component will affect 122 AHs losing garden land and fruit trees, 12 AHs
losing forestry land, 13 AHs losing agricultural land.

30.
Total 189 households will be affected by the subprojects, of which no household is severely
affected. All affected households belong to Muong ethnic minority.
31.

Affected land. Losses are made distinctly by subproject features:
(i)

Component of irrigation works. Important characteristics of acquired lands: the irrigation
system would affect garden land estimated at 2,176 m2 belonging to 22 HHs:21
permanently AHs (Table 2) and temporarily affect agriculture land of 1 AH with 300 m2from
PhuLuong and PhucTuy.
Table 2. Summary of permanently acquired land
Asset

AH
13

Garden land

PhuLuong
2
Square (m )
1.348

AH
8

PhucTuy
2
Square (m )
828

2

Total (m )
2.176

Source: IOL, May2012

(ii)

Component of rural road.Importantcharacteristics of acquired land: this component affects
2
167 AHs of ThuongCoc and Chi Thien, with a total acquired land of 9.982 m in which
2
990.6 m2 are permanently acquired garden land belonging to 142 AHs. Some 7,461 m
belonging to 12 AHs are permanently acquired forestlands. The permanently affected land
is summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of permanently acquired land
Asset

Garden land
Agricultural land
Forestland

AH
55
7

ThuongCoc
2
Square (m )
442
871

AH
67
6
12

Chi Thien
2
Square (m )
548
660
7.461

2

Total (m )
990.6
1,531
7.461

Source: IOL, May 2012

32.
Affected structures. Some household living along the road will have some structures affected
including yards, walls, gates and bamboo fence within ThuongCoc and Chi Thiencommunes. The survey
result shows thatthe mostly affected structuresare bamboo fences with an estimate of 1.719 m2. Other
structures to be affected are: 1,670 m2 of brick walls and 850 m2 of yard. The component of rural road
upgrading relocates 25 telephone towers, 7 low voltage towers in ThuongCoc and Chi Thien communes.
33.
Loss of crops, trees. Affected trees and crops of households will be compensated at
replacement costs if they will not be able to harvest before moving from affected land. The compensation
costs are included in the total resettlement cost (Section VII).The component of irrigation works affects
9,632perennial trees,11,453 fruit trees and10,275timber trees (including bamboo) of21AHs. The
component ofrural road affects 1,499 fruit trees and 1,859 perennial trees.
Table 4. Summary of affected tree
No
1
2

Component
Irrigation works
Rural road

AH
21
142

Fruit tree
11,453
1,499

Perennial tree
9,632
1,859

Timber and bamboo
10,275

4

Total

163

12,952

11,491

10,275

Source: IOL, May 2012

34.
Severely AHs.There is no severe effects on households (losing 10% or more of total land
holding) in 4 affected communes.
35.
Business disruption and income loss.Also, there are no affected business enterprises, trade
areas, or shops.
C. Temporary impacts
36.
The Subproject will result to temporary impacts during construction on AHs along the
construction. To ensure the temporary impacts are minimized, if not avoided entirely, in the civil works
contract, it will include the following provisions, (i) contractor to pay rent for any land required for
construction work; (ii) to the extent possible, only unused land will be used as construction work space;
and (iii) temporarily used land will be restored or improved to its pre-project condition. The temporary
impacts of this subproject are mainly noise and dust, but with the mitigation measure, the remaining
2
temporary impact will be insignificant.An estimated 300 m agricultural land of 1 AH will be temporarily
affected during construction period by irrigation works.
D. Tenure status of AHs losing land
37.
The provision of the Land Use Rights Certificate (LURC) had been done for all four communes
affected by the subproject. There are 100% of AHs provided LURC.
E. Vulnerable households
38.
There are 150 poor households are found to be vulnerable within the impact areas. There are no
female-headed household, disabled/elderly household heads, households considered as landless with no
other means of support.
III. GENERAL SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILES
39.
The socioeconomic profile of affected households has been prepared for the Subproject. These
include key indicator data related to the land acquisition and resettlement impacts. The sources of data
on the subproject conditions consist of land-use status, employment and population, educational
achievement of local people, rates of school-children age, and poverty rates in the subproject areas. The
Safeguard Policy Consultant Team surveyed 189affected households based on the ADB‟s guideline
about the involuntary resettlement.
A. SocioeconomicFeatures: Province and District
40.
HoaBinh is 76 kmdistantfromHanoiwithtotalnature square of 4.662 km2, locatedon the Western
side of NorthVietnam, bordered on the North byPhuThoandHaTay (old),on the South
byNinhBinhandThanhHoa, on the East byHaTay(old) and Ha Nam, and on the Westby Son Laprovince.
41.
Lac Son is one of biggest district of HoaBinh, bordered on the North by Cao Phong and Kim Boi
district, on the East by Tan Lac district, on the South by Yen Thuy district, HoaBinhandThachThanh,
ThanhHoa,and on the West by Yen Thuy and Kim Boi, HoaBinh. Lac Son has a nature square of 581
km2 within28 communes and 01 town. It contains 19 mountainous communes, 6 mid-area communes
and 3 delta communes. The terrain of 25 communes in Lac Son district is mostly mountainous with an
average height range of 170-180 m. The average economic growth of Lac Son is 8.3%/ a year. The main
income source of household in Lac Son is fromagricultural production
42.
Land resources: the distribution of land resources are summarized as follows: (i) Thetotalnatural
2
area of the province is about 4,662 km ,accounting for 1.41% totalof the nationalnatural area. Mountain
2
land occupies the most area withmore than2.797 km accounting for3/5 of the nation‟stotalnature land; (ii)
Maincharacteristics of local land: The soil in HoaBinh is fertileandsuitablefor the development of
agricultureandforestry.
43.
Population and employment: The demographiccharacteristicsandemployment in the subproject
area are summarized as follows:
(i)

(ii)

According to the Statistical Yearbook 2010, the Province'spopulation is 786,954
wherefemales account for 51.5% and males48.4%. Populationdensity is about 169 persons
per km2. The population is mainlyconcentrated in ruralareas, accounting for 84.7%.
HoaBinh is home to 7 EMs, in which the Muong accounts for the highestratio at84.7%,
followed by the Kinhat8.7%, then Thai minority at 6% andthe other minorities belonging to
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(iii)

the H'Mong, Dao, Tho, Chinese ethnicities who comprise the lowest populationlivemostly in
the high mountainous area.
The working age population in HoaBinh province is 1,984,000, accounting for 54.6% of
total population. Labor resource of HoaBinh is young, with high educational level. The ratio
of labor manpower below 30 years old is high, with trained labor accounting
for22%.Theratio for those with college/universityeducationaccounts for 4.5%, and those
withtrainingcollegeis13.3%.

44.
Education.Inthe year2010,HoaBinh had 126,854 pupils in school, wherein54,634 were primary
pupils 44,898 were secondary pupil and 27,322 students were insecondaryhigh school. On the other
hand, the number of teachersfor kindergarten was2,180there were 3.814 primary school teachers, 1,967
secondary school teachers, and there were 657 high-secondary teachers. For schools, HoaBinh province
had 207 kindergarten schools, 216 primary schools, 231 secondary schools and 38 high-secondary
schools. For higher education, there are 2 colleges for technical worker training, 2 professional training
colleges and 2 universities.
45.
Infrastructure.Humanresources for primary health care of HoaBinhprovinceis faced with
muchdifficulty.Accordingtostatistic data of 2009, HoaBinh had 2 provincialhospitals, 11 district hospitals,
205 health stations, 638 doctors, 1,037 medicaltechniciansand 582 nurses.
46.
Povertyrateand living standards. The National poverty criterionofMOLISA for Vietnam in the
ruralareasfortheperiodof 2010to2015,shows thattheaverage income is below 400,000VND/ per
person/per monthorbelow 4,800,000 VND/ per person/per year). Near-poor household have an average
income range of 401,000 to 520,000 per person/per month.
47.
In 2011, HoaBinhsuccessfully loweredthe number of poor households to 6,600, down by 3.51% in
comparison with the data of 2011-2015. Currently, the ratio of poor household is 28% to the national
total.Accordingto statistic data of December 2011, the average income of HoaBinhis 15.3 million VND/per
person/per year.The irrigation work upgradeislocated in PhuLuongandPhucTuy communes,wherein 98%
the population is composed of the Muong. The local people earn their living from agricultural production
with an average income of 6.5 million VND/ per person/per year. The ratio of
poorhouseholdsaccordingtothe new criteria is 80%. The ruralroad upgrading islocated in ThuongCoc and
Chi Thien, with the Muong forming 87% of the population.The main source of income for the local people
is earned from agricultural production, having an average income of 6.9 millions VND/ per person/per
year. The ratio of poor households, according to new criteria is 80%.
Table5. Socioeconomic profile of subproject communes in 2011
Indicator
1. Square (ha)
1.1. Agriculture
1.2. Forestry
1.3. Aquaculture
2. Population (person)
2.1 Female
2.2. In laborage
Ratio of poor household (%)

Irrigation system
PhuLuong
PhucTuy
3,338
907.11
1.875
708,45
1,223
479.4
240
24.91
6,670
2,775
3,400
1,450
3,210
1410
82.5
81.1

Rural road
ThuongCoc
Chi Thien
2,071.90
1,654.23
937,4
449.5
590
258
10.5
53.9
7,185
3,414
3,675
1,775
3,030
1,440
79.1
80

Source: Annual statistic of HoaBinh,2011

B. EMs in the Project Area
48.
In the four communes of the project area, population is mainly ethnic minorities whereintheMuong
is most numerous, accounting for 85 %, and then the Kinh accounting for 13 %, and some other ethnic
minorities. Hence, all affected householdsareMuong. A hundred percent (100%) of the income of EM
households comes from agriculture. Due to low educational attainment, the people have poor skill and
knowledge of cultivation, so the percentage of ethnic minorities who are classified as poor households is
very high.
49.
Social
and
cultural
systems
of
the
Muong.TheMuong,
also
known
asMol,Mual,Moi,isanethnicgroupfoundin
the
mountainous
areasofnorthernVietnamresidingmostlyinHoaBinhprovince
andalso
within
the
mountainousdistrictsofThanhHoaprovince.
50.
The regime of private property in land of the Muong in HoaBinh has been established a long time
ago. However, remnants of public land exist in the villages. It is land for the temples.
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51.
The Muong live and cultivate permanently in areas where productive land is available, close to
roads and convenient to work and travel. In the project communes, they live together integrating their
lifestyle and cultivation habits with the Kinh. The Muong are traditional farmers with paddy rice as their
main food crop. Muong families derive secondary income by way of exploiting forest products such as
agarics, cat‟sear, cinnamon, honey, timber, bamboo, rattan, etc. They are also known to weave, knit, and
reel silkworms.
52.
ManyMuongwomenweave
with
quitesophisticatedskillsin
the
projectarea;handicraftmakinghasfalleninto
oblivion.Thewellknownepicof“TheBirthoftheEarthandWater,withtensofthousands
ofverses,inavarietyofsections,constitutesanoriginalpieceinthe
treasureoftheMuongfolklore,richanddiverse,wellnurturedbytheMuongthemselves
and
appreciated
bytheVietnamese.
ThelongballadexpressestheMuongconceptionsofmankind
andtheuniverse,
andthehistoryof
theirlong,arduousstruggleswithnaturefortheirsurvivaland
development.
Inaddition,theMuonghavemanyothergenresintheirrichfolkloretreasure:old
talesandlegends,
fablesandhumors, anecdotesandfolksongs,sayingsandproverbs,popular satiricalversesandparallels.
53.
Folkgamesalsoconstitute
partandparceloftheMuongculture.Duringfestivities,whiletheadultsareengagedinthecon(multicolorfabricball)throwing,swinging,bow
andgun
shooting,
thechildrenindulgeinspinningthetop
andplayinggameswithsticks,which are very originalandhealthy. Atpresent, withthenationwidedevelopment,
and promotion ofinterrelatedandinteracting ethniccultures,theMuongculturehasseenprogressive changes.
However,
whatever
cultural
changeshave
occurred
what
remainsaffirmsthattheMuongculturehasmadeworthycontributions
tothediversityand
unityoftheVietnameseculturein general.
54.
In the Muong family, boys are more oftenfavored than girls, and it has clear rules in the
relationship among the family members. Husband and wife love each other and the divorce rate is less.
For a long time, the Muongcustom that the groom has to stay in his parents-in-law‟s house is no longer
practiced.
C. Affected household profile
55.
Demographic. Total number of AHs is 189 in which 22 households (104 persons) are affected by
upgrading the irrigation system, and 167 households (728 persons) are affected by upgrading the road.
They are all Muong.
Table 6. Characteristic of APs
Characteristic
Total AH
Total person
Female
Male
Ethnic AP
Households size

Unit
Household
Person

Household
Person

Total
22
104
53
51
22
4.7

Irrigation works
PhuLuong
15
70
35
35
15
4.7

PhucTuy
7
34
18
16
7
4.8

Total
167
728
376
352
167
4.4

Road
ThuongCoc
62
273
139
134
62
4.4

Chi Thien
105
455
237
218
105
4.3

56.
Education of affected householders. The levels of education and illiteracy among AH
householders are summarized in the following table.

(i)

(ii)

The dominant characteristics of educational achievement of household members: among
189 households of the survey, most members finished primary school education.The ratio
of APs who have not graduated from high secondary is low and few members have college
or university education.
The illiteracy rate among AH householders is 2.6% (5/189 AP).
Table 7. Education of affected householders

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Education
Illiteracy
Not yet graduated from primary
Graduated from primary
Not yet graduated from secondary school
Graduated from secondary school
Not yet graduated from secondary school
Graduated from secondary school

Male
0
0
8
10
15
13
5

Irrigation works
(%) Female
1
5
15.7
9
19.6
15
29.4
16
25.5
5
9.8
2

(%)
1.9
9.4
17
28.3
30.2
9.4
3.8

Male
1
12
64
87
85
56
43

Road
(%) Female
0.4
3
3.4
17
18.2
94
24.7
105
24.1
74
15.9
48
12.2
33

(%)
0.8
4.5
25
27.9
19.7
12.8
8.8
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No

Education

Male
0
51

8
Training college
Total

Irrigation works
(%) Female
0
100
53

(%)

Male
4
352

100

Road
(%) Female
1.1
2
100
376

(%)
0.5
100

57.
Income Sources of affected household. The main income source of the 189 APs in subproject
areas is from agricultural production, accounting for 75.6%. Other jobs accounts for small ratio. Data is
presented inTable8.
Table 8. Main income of AHs
Irrigation works
No of AH
%
18
82

Main income
1. Agriculture
2. Aquaculture
3. Business
4. Small industry
5. Wage
6. Labor
7. Other
Total

1

4.5

2
1
22

9
4.5
100

Road
No of AH
125
2
5
7
9
14
5
167

%
75
1.2
3
4.2
5.4
8.4
2.8
100

Total (%)
75.6
1.1
2.6
4.2
4.8
8.5
3.2
100

58.
The affected persons (APs) main income is from agriculture, with corn crops, in addition to onecrop rice. Also domestic poultry, buffalo, cow, chicken, and ducks are raised in the backyards. Other
important characteristics of household income sources are low or unstable income because agricultural
production is heavily dependent on climate, disease, and other factors.
59.
Vulnerable households. Vulnerable households are those who are much more to suffer from
risks brought about by the effects of land occupation and resettlement. They will receive support policies
to restore their living and economic conditions. The ratio of poor household in the two subproject
components is high,where there are 150 poor households within the subproject. No households have
disabled persons, invalids, the elderly, subsidized households, and armed force heroes ("policy"
households) in the project affected area.
D. Gender Issues
60.
Gender analysis of the respondents shows that there are more males as compared with females.
Men and women share many of the tasks related to farming as well as off-farm work. Women however,
have much more responsibility for household work such as cooking, and cleaning. Diverse reasons lead
to women being identified as the head of household, and the civil status and number of family members
who are dependent on unmarried or single women varies. The economic status, support system, and
family income arrangements for each women head of household will need to be reviewed under the
special assistance program to ensure that women head of households are not at risk to poverty and
vulnerability from the project.
Table 9. Labor division by gender
Outside works
Farming
Gardening
Mill
Forestry
Husbandry
Small business
Labor in City
Inside works
Child care
Clean
Cook
Community works
Meeting
Decision making
Working for local organization

Male
0.48%
25%
-

Female
1.47%
1.47%
45%
2.93%
28.57%
-

Both
98.53%
98.04%
30%
100%
97.07%
71.43%
-

-

0.99%
44.17%
51.94%

99.01%
45.83%
48.16%

60.19%
43.69%
28.57%

1.94%
1.94%
14.28%

37.86%
54.37%
14.28%

61.
The population in the project area as of 2010 is 12,789, wherein, women account for 51.5 %. The
proportion of women is approximately equal with men. Of these, more than 85% are ethnic minorities.
Through surveys and from data collected, it appears that gender issues remain a problem needing more
attention. The following are key issues of gender in the project area.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

The Muong family often prefers boys to girls, and has clear rules in the relationship
between the family members. With the Kinh, men and women are considered equal, but, in
fact, in many cases, the third child is born because the first two children are girls.
It was noted that many households in the District have no land-use right certificates nor
have certificates with the couples‟ name on it. With the current Land Law, the registration of
land use rights will be made with the name of both wife and husband.
For the Kinh, the ultimate decision maker in the family appears to be the husband who
controls its assets and money. However, in most cases husband and wife negotiate prior to
any important decision concerning cultivation, livestock, investments or use of money.
There are certain variations between different families and also between different villages
regarding women‟s influence in household decision making. In community activities and
other meetings,both husband and wife are represented. In the two project communes, the
patrilineal kinship is still practiced.
Women have very little representation in the traditional leadership and decision-making,
and their representation in the political leadership is limited to the Women‟s Union. The
general recognition that women in all situations, even in extreme poverty, prioritize and
protect their family and its interests, leading to a conclusion, that women‟s basic agenda is
to advocate the very basic socioeconomic and cultural values of their people. The
participation of women in leadership and decision-making in REMDPplanning activities will
be guaranteed through equal representation of men and women. The election of the
representatives to the REMDPplanning bodies will be done separately for men and women.

E. Social Impact Assessment
62.
Potential negative project impacts on local EMs. Due to limited education, most ethnic
minorities in the 4 subproject communeslackthe skills for taking any new opportunities brought about by
the road system. The readiness to take new opportunities is found only among some people with above
average assets and incomeandliving near the road areas. It is a significant risk that, unless the road will
create various opportunities for income generation, cultural exchanging, etc., only the most “well-off”
households and road-side households will benefit from using the road side for business development.
The current educational level and vocational skills of ethnic people are limited. It is therefore probable
that any of the new employment opportunities that may potentially appear in the future, may be taken by
people coming from the outside and not by the local EMs.
63.
In very poor EM villages, there could be negative social effects from road rehabilitation, like more
beer and karaoke bars and „guesthouses‟ as the road brings easy access, which couldpotentially
increase vulnerability of women.
64.

Negative impact on women.Anticipated negative impacts on women are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Some households lose a part of their residential and agricultural land.
Some households lose their fruit trees.
Difficulties in movement in harvest crop in the construction phase.
Difficulties in movement of pupils in the construction phase.
Difficulties in approach to health-care services and pregnancy in the construction phase.
Shutdown of water supply system in the construction phase.
Social impacts such as STDs or unwanted pregnancy.

65.
Expected positive impacts on women.The project implementation will have a positive impact
on the people in the project area in general and on women in particular. These effects are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Improving traffic conditions in the region;
Creating new opportunities for economics, trade and services;
Savings travel time will create conditions for women and children easier access to
education and health services;
Creation of jobs to increase income for women, especially poor women and EM groups
during project construction time;
Providing opportunities to improve the status of women and enhance their participation in
community activities through gender action plan;
Indirectly contribution to poverty alleviation in the project communes
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F. Measures to minimize negative impacts.
66.
To mitigate the negative impacts on EM and women before and during the design process,
compensation and resettlement assistance, as well as supervision of construction projects, the project
staff will enhance the dissemination of project information to EMs to ensure they get maximum benefit
from the advantage conditions brought by the subproject. Table 7 describes subproject negative impacts
and measure to mitigate them. Based on the characteristics of EMs, the detaileddevelopment strategy of
ethnic minorities and gender action plan is presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Mitigation measures to reduce negative impacts.
Negative impacts
Some households lose a part of their
residential land, agricultural land and
trees

Mitigation measures
- Discussion with local people early in the project design to disseminate project
information, and agree on their affected assets through the meetings with
affected households.
- Discussion about the compensation and income alternatives
Ambiguous compensation regime: unfair - Adopt a compensation policy, which is suitable to State policies and local
and late
distinctiveness.
- Audit the properties in an appropriate time to prevent the illegal planting after
project auditing.
- The responsible organization must pay the compensations on time and at the
right price.
Difficulties in movement of pupils in the
- Apply successive methods in construction to reduce the length of excavated
construction phase.
areas
- Install the warning panels at the dangerous site
- Assign instructors at the construction area
Difficulties in approach to health-care
Provision of detours, signage and traffic aides to manage movement of vehicles
services
and pedestrians thru road segments under construction to allow mobility of local
residents especially those requiring medical attention.
Difficulties in movement in harvest crop - Provision of detours, signage and traffic aides to manage movement of vehicles
in the construction phase.
and pedestrians transporting crop harvest thru road segments under
construction.
- Soils and rocks from the construction
- Clean rocks and soils daily and store at the dry and high places
could cause blockage water supply
- Install temporary fences at the water supply channels to prevent the blockage by
channel of some households in lowsoils and rocks
lying areas.
- Soils and rocks from the construction
could damage crop.
Difficulties in transporting of goods to
Provision of detours, signage and traffic aides to manage movement of vehicles
market in the construction phase
and pedestrians thru road segments under construction to allow mobility of local
residents especially those requiring medical attention.
Difficulties in transportation create
Provision of detours, signage and traffic aides to manage movement of vehicles
favorable conditions for purchaser of
and pedestrians thru road segments under construction to allow mobility of local
agricultural products (pigs, cows…) to
residents especially those requiring medical attention
reduce their prices.
Outsider workers could cause negative
- Consult to local young female about marriage and sexual health
relationships with local female.
- Construction companies must commit to prevent the deception from workers to
young girls

67. Gender action plan. From the above analysis of gender, a gender action plan is needed to
facilitate maximum participation of women in the construction phase of the project, providing new
opportunities for women to increase income, by lessening the burden on their lives, and to increase the
role and status of women in the project area. The objectives of this plan are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(ix)
(x)

The local contractor will use at least 30% female workers in the construction, maintenance
and repair;
For a similar type of work, women workers must be paid as male laborers;
The safety conditions must be the same for both men and women;
The local contractor will not use child labor;
Encourage the use of local labor and avoid building work camps;
The woman group and the Woman Union will be consulted in the design of the Subproject;
Training on gender mainstreaming for the implement agencies at the national, provincial,
and local agencies (i.e. CPMU, PPMUs, and other stakeholders);
Training and capacity building for women to participate in community decision making and
subprojects in a most meaningful way (i.e. training on participation and negotiation skills,
marketing skill, and training on math and literacy);
The extension services targeted at women are designed and delivered to women;
At least one woman will be representative of the commune in the commune supervisory
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boards (accounting for about 1/3 of its members).
Table 11. Gender and ethnic minorities development action plan
Project outputs
Output 1:
Project roads
are
rehabilitated

Output 2:
capacity
building on
adaptation and
flexibility in
taking
advantage
brought by the
Subproject
Output 3:
Awareness of
potential social
problems is
enhanced
among
vulnerable
persons,
especially
women and
ethnic
minorities

Activities and Indicators
- Contractors will prioritize the use of local
unskilled labor (through subcontracting); at
least 30% of the labor force will be local
unskilled labor;
- Among the 30% of local labor, priority is
given to the unskilled laborers female labors;
- Male and female unskilled workers will
receive equal pay for equal work;
- Contractors will not employ child labor on
civil works contracts;
- Persons interested will write their names at
village level; commune authorities and
village chiefs will provide names to the
contractors; priority will be given to members
of the poorest households
At least 30% of women participate in the
extension program

Responsibilities
- PPMU/Project Coordination
Consultant will be responsible
to ensure this clause is
included in the contract;
- Commune authorities will
submit to the contractors the
list of interested people;
- Commune authorities will be
responsible for ensuring that
targets are
- Women‟s Union at commune
level will also ensure that
women are hired;

Time
During
construction

PPMU staff, district PC,
commune PCs

During project
implementation

- HIV/AIDS and Human Trafficking Campaign
- Community-Based Risk Mitigation Campaign
- The risk mitigation information will be
delivered to project-affected communes and
villages using a participatory approach with
a special focus on the poor, vulnerable
households (e.g. ethnic minority groups,
households headed by women, and families
with disabled and elderly members, and outof-school youth).
- Materials will be gender-responsive and
culturally- and linguistically-appropriate; in
particular it should be translated/adapted
into various ethnic minority languages;
- Training of facilitators will be conducted by
women‟s unions and representatives of
HIV/AIDs centers and communes in each of
the two project areas;
- Campaigns will be conducted at commune &
village levels by 2 facilitators per village
(village chief & 1 woman member of the WU)
- Campaigns will be conducted at village level
and during market days, through distribution
of leaflets, use of loud speakers, and
presentation of plays;
Construction-Setting Risk Mitigation
Campaign
- PPMU and Contractor will work closely with
health services at the district and commune
levels to develop awareness, training,
prevention, and diagnosis and treatment
programs for workers.
- All programs and materials developed will
integrate gender issues, including key
vulnerabilities and needs of men and
women.
- In particular contractor will:
Develop awareness programs for the
employees and the community including
information, education and communication

- WU at the provincial and
commune levels will be
responsible for the whole
campaign organization
(training of facilitators,
materials development) in
collaboration with district and
commune health centers.
- WU at the village level will be
responsible for the
dissemination of information
- Commune/district health
centers will assist WU at
commune level
- Project Coordination
Consultant will include
international and national
gender and ethnic minority
specialists
- The gender and EM
specialists from the Project
Coordination Consultants will
review the existing materials
and, if necessary, supplement
the existing materials.
- PPMU, Contractors
- Local health centers
- Commune authorities
- Women‟s union will carry out
overall coordination to create
greater synergy on HIV
focused activities.

Monthly, before
and during
construction

During
construction
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Project outputs

Project
Management

Activities and Indicators
activities that address HIV transmission
and promote preventive measures;
Provide
voluntary
counseling
and
encourage testing for HIV/AIDS to make
sure that all employees know their status;
Facilitate access to health care and be
supportive of persons who have disclosed
their HIV status;
Provide basic medical care and facilities
(free condoms) at workers, camps;
Community-based road safety campaign
- PPMU and mass organization will conduct
campaign on traffic regulations and safety
measures in communes/villages and schools
to raise awareness of road safety during
construction and operation;
- Training of facilitators will be undertaken
together with the HIV/AIDS human trafficking
campaign;
- Facilitators will adapt materials which are
gender sensitive and EM languages when
necessary;
- Training of facilitators will be conducted by
women‟s union and representatives of
PDOT in each of the two project areas;
- Campaign will be conducted twice in each
village and during market days, through
distribution of leaflets and loud speaker;
- Campaign will also be conducted in schools
by teachers who attended the training
courses;
- Campaign will be conducted at commune
and village level by 2 facilitators per village
(1 man, village chief & 1 woman member of
the WU)
Road safety measures
- Road hazards will be identified and
removed.
- Road and traffic signs and road safety
warnings will be installed in strategic
locations along the whole length of the road;
- Pedestrians crossings will be installed where
necessary;
- For the safety of children and pedestrians,
light poles and speed bumps will be installed
at requested locations;
- WU and local communities will be consulted
for the location of safety facilities;
- Gender and development briefing and
training will be provided to PPMU staff, local
organizations and contractors.
- All capacity development activities will
include targets for female and ethnic
minority participation

Responsibilities

Time

- PPMU;
- Youth Union and WU at the
provincial level will be
responsible for the whole
campaign organization
(training of facilitators,
materials) and supervise the
dissemination of information;
- The gender and ethnic
minority specialists from the
Project implementation
Consultants will review the
proposed materials and, if
necessary, supplement them;

Monthly, during
construction

- PPMU;
- Project Implementation
Consultants

During detailed
design and
project
implementation

- Project Implementation
Consultants
- PPMU

During design
and initial
implementation

IV.INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION
A. Information Disclosure
68. In compliance with the ADB requirements, the PPMU will assist the CARB to publicly disseminate
the final REMDP as approved by the PPC and ADB. The subproject information booklet shall be made
available in the Vietnamese.
69. APs are notified in advance about resettlement activities, including: (i) community meetings about
the scope of the subproject, work alignment plan, site clearance plan and construction plan, (ii) detailed
measurement and survey results, (iii) lists of eligible APs and their entitlements, (iv) compensation rates
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and amounts, (v) payment of compensation and other assistance and (vi) other contents such as the
complaint mechanism. Notices are posted in the commune PC offices or other easily accessible
locations; letters, notices or small brochures are delivered individually to APs; and radio announcements.
70. This REMDP will be uploaded in ADB websites in both English and Vietnamese and disclosed to
the EMs through commune and village meetings. The staff of CPC and mass organizations will translate
into EM language and disseminate the information to the EM through loud speakers and other oral
communication mean in market days as well as in public meetings. In the table below, the different public
consultation meetings pursued and planned and their description and methodology are listed.
B. Public Consultation and Participation
71. Public consultations and community participation is encouraged in all the project cycle, including
planning, designing, implementing, and monitoring. The objective of the Public Consultation and
Participation is to develop and maintain avenues of communication between the Project, stakeholders
and APs in order to ensure that their views and concerns are incorporated into project preparation and
implementation with the objectives of reducing or offsetting negative impacts and enhancing benefits from
the Project. The feedback from consultations is an important component of, and crucial methodology of
the planning process, leading to the formulation of mitigation measures and compensation plans for
project-affected communities, and for environmental mitigation measures.
72.

The aims of Public Consultation and Participation are to:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Provide full and impartial information to affected persons about the Subproject, its activities,
and potential impacts that affect them, and to provide an opportunity for their feedback on
the Subproject;
Explore a range of options for minimizing subproject negative impacts, and for those
impacts that cannot be avoided, explore the range of options for, and ensure APs
participate in the design of mitigation measures;
Gather information about the needs and priorities of affected persons as well as their
feedback on proposed resettlement and compensation policies, options and activities;
Obtain the co-operation, participation and feedback of affected persons on activities to be
undertaken in REMDPplanning and implementation, in particular on the location for
resettlement, planning and design of housing (if necessary), land and community facilities,
and the development and implementation of the livelihood program to affect livelihood
restoration and development;
Provide a mechanism for continued dialogue, raising of concerns and monitoring of
implementation;
Exploring options for the co-management of natural resources through participatory
approaches aimed at sustainable use and conservation.
Method of consultation and participation has to ensure two-way exchange of information
between the community, people and affected groups by a consultation method in
accordance with the traditional cultural of the locality, taking into account gender issues,
social justice and the principle of equality.

Consultation and participation during the REMDP preparation
73.
Objectives. The purpose of the consultation meetings during the preparation of the feasibility
study report is to provide information to and consult with APs and other stakeholders regarding:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Project description: location, size and scope of impacts
Presentation and discussion with AHs on the project's policies, those eligible for
compensation and resettlement assistance.
Presentation and discussion with AHs on the project implementation plan;
Presentation and discussion with APs on the grievance redress mechanism;
Presentation and discussion with the APs on issues related to EMs, gender, restore
income livelihood and other support policies

74.
Method. The method used in the consultant process with APs by the project complies with the
two-way exchange of information between the community and advisory groups. It will promote the
neutrality to ensure and encourage participation of the APs. There is a mechanism to provide feedback
on the people's opinions, perceive all the reasonable ideas, and give reasons to opinionsthatare not
relevant.
75.
Organize one consultation meeting in each commune with participants including the affected
households, representatives of beneficiaries, CPMU, PPMU, CPC, resettlement specialists, gender
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specialists, and national experts on EMs, environmental specialist, village leaders, and representatives of
farmer associations, women union, fatherland Front association and youth union. Contents to be
consulted include:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Meetings with the AP including men and women to disseminate general information and
discuss on issues of resettlement and environmental impacts as well as mitigation
measures
Further discussion on issues of gender and EMs;
Detailed interviews;
The participation of local authorities (provinces, districts and communes) to explain and
understand the issues raised by local residents

76.
During the preparation of the REMDP, the project managementandCARB in Lac Son district
cooperated with the Project Management Unit of HoaBinh Province and commune local authorities in the
subproject areas to hold meetings for affected households. National resettlement experts participated in
the meeting. The consultation activities include:
(i)

77.

The time and place of consultation: the consultation meeting with APs is held on May 2012
at the People's Committee offices of 4 communes, Lac Son District:
th
- Meeting with APs in PhuLuong commune on May8 2012
th
- Meeting with APs in PhucTuy commune on May8 2012
th
- Meeting with APs in ThuongCoc commune on May9 2012
th
- Meeting with APs in Chi Thien commune on May9 2012
(ii)
Participants to the meeting are representatives of 278 affected households in the project
area, hamlet heads, representatives of social organizations, and local authorities of the
communes in the subproject area.
Details of participationto consultative meetings and ensuing results are presented in Annex 1.

Public consultation and participation mechanisms during implementation of REMDP
78.
cycle.

Public consultation with and participationof community is encouraged through out the project

79.
In implementation phase, PPMU in combination with district resettlement committee and CPCs is
responsible for dissemination of project information translated into local languages (if necessary) using
various media such as organizing seminars, presentations, and public meetings where subproject APs
and beneficiaries are invited. PPMU will distribute the PIB and other documents of the subproject to APs.
Participants are freely to give feedbacks after they knew about the subproject. They can comment about
the technical parameters and project impacts of different alternatives, and about resettlement and
compensation measure of the subproject.
80.
Local people, especially APs have right to work for the subproject as specified in the Action Plan
for Gender and EM Development (see Table 10). All the community has rights to monitor not only the
construction of the project but also the implementation of the REMDP (see part XI – Monitoring and
evaluation), and some of them may join the Community Monitoring Board of the commune to monitor the
implementation process. They can make grievance if they find any illegal actions or things they disagree
as specified in Part V.
81.
After construction completed, some skill full local labors may have opportunities to work as
operator or manager of the subproject
V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISMS
82.
Grievances related to any aspect of the subprojects/components under the Sustainable Rural
Infrastructure Development Project in the North Mountain Provinces Project will be handled through
negotiation aimed at achieving consensus. Complaints will pass through 3 stages before they could be
elevated to a court of law as a last resort. The complainants will be exempted from all administrative and
legal fees that might be incurred in the resolution of their grievances and complaints.
83.
Grievances redress mechanism of the project will be followed Article 138 Land Law 2003; Law on
complaint No. 02/2011/QH13; Article 63 and Article 64 of Government Decree 84/2007/NĐ-CP; Clause 2,
Article 40 of Decree 69/2009, and regulation on grievance at Government Decree 75/2012/NĐ-CP dated
20/11/2012. According to clause 2, Article 138, Land Law 2003:
(i)

Where complaints about administrative decisions or administrative acts regarding land
management are settled for the first time by the presidents of the People‟s Committees of
14

(ii)

(iii)

rural districts, urban districts, provincial capitals or provincial towns, but the complainants
disagree with the settlement decisions, they are entitled to initiate lawsuits at People‟s
courts or continue to complain with presidents of the provincial/municipal People‟s
Committees. In case of complaining with provincial/municipal People‟s Committee
presidents, the decisions of the provincial/municipal People‟s Committee presidents shall
be the final ones;
Where complaints about administrative decisions or administrative acts regarding land
management are settled for the first time by provincial/municipal People‟s Committee
presidents but the complainants disagree with the settlement decisions, they are entitled to
initiate lawsuits at People‟s courts;
The statute of limitation for complaining about administrative decisions or administrative
acts regarding land management shall be ninety days (90) as from the date of receiving
such administrative decisions or knowing about such administrative acts. In case the
complainant is not done right to appeal in accordance with the statute of limitations
because of illness, natural disasters, sabotage, travel, distant learning or other objective
obstacles, obstacles that time not included in the time limit for lodging.

84.
In dealing with a complaint: Law on complaint, Article 14: The rights and obligations of the first
settlement of complaints
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

The first complaint settler shall have the following rights:
a) Ask the complainant, agencies, organizations and individuals concerned to provide
information, documents and evidence within 07 days from the date of the request as a
basis for settlement of complaints;
b) Decision on the application, cancel the emergency measures as provided for in Article
35 of this Law;
The first complaint settler shall have the following obligations:
a) To receive complaints and notified in writing to the complainant, agencies,
organizations, or individuals the right to lodge complaints and state inspection
agencies at the same level of acceptance to settle complaints of administrative
decisions, administrative acts;
b) Resolve complaints against administrative decisions, administrative acts when the
complainant requested;
c) To organize a dialogue with the complainant, the complaint and the agencies,
organizations and individuals concerned;
d) The decision to resolve the complaint to the complainant and take responsibility
before law for the resolution of your complaint; case of complaints by agencies,
organizations and individuals authorized to transfer must be notified results settle for
agencies, organizations and individuals in accordance with the law;
e) To provide information, documents and evidence related to the complaint when the
complainant requested; provide records resolve complaints when the second
complaint settlement or court requirements.
First-time complaint settlement of compensation, compensation for damage caused by
administrative decisions, administrative acts in accordance with the law on the State's
liability.
First complaint solver implementation of rights and obligations as prescribed by law.

85.
Publication of Decision on complaint settlement: Article 12 Decree No. 75/2012/ND-CP dated
October 03, 2012 of the Government detailing a number of articles of the Law on complaints).
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Within 15 days from the decision to settle the complaint, those who are competent to settle
the second complaint are responsible for publication of decision on complaint settlement in
one of the forms prescribed in Clause 2 of Article 41 of the Law on Complaints.
In case of publication at the meeting, the meeting attending composition must include: The
person who makes decision to resolve the complaint, the complainant or the
representatives, person who is complained and concerned agencies, organizations and
individuals. Before conducting the public meetings/person that is competent to settle
complaints must send notice to the concerned agencies, organizations and individuals.
Notice period should be three days in advance.
The notice of the decision on settlement of complaints on the mass media is performed on
radio, television, print press, and electronic press. Persons who are competent to settle
complaints are responsible for choosing one of the mass media to make the
announcement. In case the agency of person who is competent to settle complaints has e15

(iv)

86.

portal or electronic information page, it must be publicized on e-portal or electronic
information page. The number of times publicized on the radio: at least 02 times; television:
at least 02 times; print press: at least 02 times; time to publish in the e-press, on the
electronic portal or on electronic information page is at least 15 days from the date of
notification.
In case of posting in offices or places where receive citizens of the agencies,
organizations that have resolved the complaints, time to post complaint settlement
decisions is at least 15 days from the date of post.

Grievance redress can be summarized in the stages provided below:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

First Stage, Commune People’s Committee: For first complaint, an aggrieved affected
household may bring his/her complaint to any member of the Commune People‟s
Committee, either through the Village Chief or directly to the CPC, in writing or verbally. It
is incumbent upon said member of CPC or the village chief to notify the CPC of the
complaint. The CPC will meet personally with the aggrieved affected household and will
have 10 days following the lodging of the complaint to register it. The CPC secretariat is
responsible for documenting and keeping file of all complaints that it handles. Time limit for
handling complaints for the first time not exceeding 30 days from the date of registration;
for complicated cases, the time limit may be extended but not more than 45 days from the
date of registration. In hinterlands and remote areas with difficult access and
transportation, the time limit for appeal is 45 days from the date of acceptance; for
complicated cases, the time limit may be extended but not more than 60 days from the
date of acceptance (Article 28, Law No. 02/2011/QH13 dated on Nov. 11th 2011). During
30 days (or not more than 45 days for hinterlands and remote areas with difficult access
and transportation) from the expiration day for settlement of complaint, if first complaint is
not resolved, or from the day the complaint receives the decision of first complaint
settlement if the complainant does not agree with it, they can complain secondly to the
District People‟s Committee, or can initiate a lawsuit people's court.
Second Stage, District People’s Committee: Based on Article 63 of Government Decree
84/2007/NĐ-CP, (i) In a period of not more than ninety (90) days from the date that the
district People's Committee president making administrative decisions, administrative acts
in the land management provisions of Article 162 of Decree No. 181/2004/ND-CP, if
persons with related interests and obligations disagree with those administrative decisions
or administrative acts, they may file a complaint to the District People's Committees, (ii)
District People's Committee president shall handle the complaint within the time limit
prescribed by the Law on Complaints, (iii) Settlement decisions of the District People's
Committee president shall be made public and sent to the complainant and other persons
with related interests and obligations, (iv) Within forty-five (45) days from the date of receipt
of settlement decisions of the district People's Committee president that the complainant
does not agree with the settlement decision, they may initiate a lawsuit people's court or
complain to the Provincial People's Committees. The time limit for appeal maybe longer but
not more than 60 days from the date of acceptance for complicated case. In remote areas
with difficult access, the time limit for appeal not exceeding 60 days from the date of
acceptance; for complicated cases, the time limit for appeal may be longer, but not too 70
days from the date of acceptance (Article 37, GrievanceLaw No. 02/2011/QH13 dated on
Nov. 11th 2011). and (iv) Agency receiving the complaint shall be responsible for recording
the entire track of settling complaints.
Third Stage, Provincial People’s Committee: Article 64 of Government Decree
84/2007/NĐ-CP states that (i) Within thirty (30) days from the date that the Provincial
People's Committee President making his administrative decisions, administrative acts in
the land management provisions of Article 162 of Decree No. 181/2004/ND-CP, if persons
with related interests and obligations disagree with the administrative decisions or
administrative acts, they may file a complaint to the Provincial- People's Committees, (ii)
President of the provincial People's Committee shall resolve the complaint within the time
limit prescribed by the Law on Complaints, (iii) Complaint settlement decisions of the
provincial-level People's Committee president shall be made public and sent to the
complainant and other persons with related interests and obligations, (iv) Within forty-five
(45) days from the date of receipt of settlement decisions of the provincial-level People's
Committee president that the complainants do not agree with the settlement decision, they
may sue in people's Court. The time limit for appeal maybe longer but not more than 60
days from the date of acceptance for complicated case. In remote areas with difficult
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access, the time limit for appeal not exceeding 60 days from the date of acceptance; for
complicated cases, the time limit for appeal may be longer, but not too 70 days from the
date of acceptance and (v) Agency receiving the complaint shall be responsible for
recording the entire track of settling complaints.
(iv) Final Stage, the Court of Law Arbitrates: Within forty-five (45) days from the date of
receipt of settlement decisions of the provincial-level People's Committee president that the
complainants do not agree with the settlement decision, they may sue in people's Court.
(Article 64.3 Decree 84/2007/ND-CP). When the Court has conclusion that land acquisition
is contrary to law, it has to be stopped the implementation of the land acquisition decisions;
government agencies who issued a decision to withdraw the land have decided to cancel
the issued land acquisition decisions and compensate for damage caused by that land
acquisition decisions (if any). Within 30 days after the decision of the court, CARB will pay
the amount to AHs by the Court. If the Court has conclusion that the land acquisition is
lawful, the person who is acquired land must compliance the decision (Article 54.2 Decree
No.84/2007/ND-CP).
87.
The grievance redress mechanism has been disclosed to APs during REMDP preparation and
will be continuously disseminated to people during REMDP implementation.
VI. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK
88.
The legal and policy framework for addressing the resettlement impacts of Upgrading irrigation
system and rural road of Lac Son district, HoaBinh province is provided by relevant policies and laws of
Viet Nam and the ADB‟s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009) on Involuntary Resettlement. The
following section outlines the relevant policies and laws, and highlights where differences exist, and the
policies and principles that applied under this Project
A. ADB Policies
89.
Involuntary Resettlement. The main objectives of ADB‟s Safeguard Policy Statement on
Involuntary Resettlement (SPS, 2009) is to avoid or minimize the impacts on people, households,
businesses and others affected by the acquisition of land and other assets, including livelihood and
income, in the implementation of development project, such as the Upgrading rural irrigation works and
rural road subproject, Lac Son District, HoaBinhprovince. Where resettlementis not avoidable, the
involuntary resettlement must be minimized by exploring project and design alternatives, and enhance or
at-least restore the living standards of the affected persons to at least their pre-Project levels. The SPS
June 2009 also stresses on a new objective of improving the standards of living of the displaced poor and
other vulnerable groups. The policy applies to full or partial, permanent or temporary physical and
economic displacement resulting from (i) involuntary acquisition of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on
land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas. Resettlement is considered
involuntary when displaced individuals or communities do not have the right to refuse land acquisition that
result in displacement.
90.
Indigenous Peoples (IP)/ Ethnic Minorities (EM). The main objectives of ADB‟s IP safeguards
5
policy under the SPS 2009 are to: (i) avoid adverse impacts of projects on the environment and affected
persons, where possible; (ii) minimize, mitigate, and/or compensate for adverse project impacts on the
environment and affected persons when avoidance is not possible; and (iii) assist in strengthening
country safeguard systems and develop the capacity to manage environmental and social risks. The
policy is triggered if a subproject directly or indirectly affects the dignity, human rights, livelihood systems,
or culture of EMs or affects the territories or natural or cultural resources that EMs own, use, occupy, or
claim as their ancestral domain. Should ADB projects affect EMs, a set of general policy requirements are
observed to maintain, sustain, and preserve their cultural identities, practices, and habitats (SR-3 of SPS
2009). A set of special requirements are in place should projects be (i) within ancestral domains and
lands and related natural resources, (ii) commercial development of cultural resources and knowledge of
EMs; (iii) physical displacement from traditional or customary lands; and (iv) commercial development of
natural resources within customary lands under use that would impact on livelihoods or cultural,
ceremonial, or spiritual uses that define the identity and community of EMs.
91.
Gender. The ADB Policy on Gender and Development (1998) and the Gender Mainstreaming
Criteria Guidelines (2010) adopts gender mainstreaming as a key strategy for promoting gender equity,
and for ensuring participation of women and that their needs are explicitly addressed in the decisionmaking process for development activities. For projects that have the potential to have substantial gender
5

Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009.
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impacts, a gender plan is prepared to identify strategies to address gender concerns and the involvement
of women in the design, implementation and monitoring of the project. The findings of a culturally gender
sensitive analysis is to be included in the REMDP, and at all stages ensuring that gender concerns are
incorporated, including gender-specific consultation and information disclosure.
92.
Communication and Participation. The ADB Public Communications Policy seeks to
encourage the participation and understanding of people and other stakeholders affected by ADBassisted activities. Information on ADB-funded projects should start early in the preparation phase and
continue throughout all stages of project development, in order to facilitate dialogue with affected persons
and other stakeholders. A project communications plan is developed, designating a focal point to
maintain contact with affected persons. Information should be distributed to affected persons (APs) and
publicly in the following manner: (i) prior to loan appraisal, the draft REMDP; (ii) following completion of
the draft REMDP, and the final REMDP; and, (iii) following any revisions, the revised REMDP. This
information can be in the form of brochures, leaflets or booklets, in the local language(s) as well as
English, the working language of the ADB. When APs/EMs includes non-literate people, other appropriate
methods of communications will be used.
B. National Laws on Involuntary Resettlement, EMs and Gender
93.

Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement. The principal documents include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)
(xvi)

(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
94.

The Land Law No.13/2003/QH11, on comprehensive land administration regulations. The
2003 Land Law supersedes earlier versions of 1987 and 1993.
Law on complaint No. 02/2011/QH13 dated on 11th November, 2011 by National Assembly
Decree No. 75/2012/ND-CP dated October 03, 2012 of the Government detailing a number
of articles of the Law on complaints.
Construction Law No.16/2003/QH11, on compensation and relocation of people affected by
ground clearance for investment projects.
Ordinance number 34/2007/PL-UBTVQH11 dated Aril 20th, 2007 by the Standing
Committee of the National Assembly on promulgating the regulation on the exercise of
democracy in communes, including requirements for consultation with and participation of
people in communes.
Decree No.16/2005/ND-CP, on the implementation of the Construction Law.
Decree No.182/2004/ND-CP, on penalties for administrative violations in land issues.
Decree No.181/2004/ND-CP dated October 29, 2004 on the implementation of the Land
Law.
Decree No.188/2004/ND-CP dated November 16, 2004 specifying methods for land pricing
and land price frameworks in the event of land recovery by the State.
Circular No.114/2004/TT-BTC dated November 26, 2004 guiding the implementation of
Decree 188/2004/ND-CP dated November 16, 2004.
Decree No.197/2004/ND-CP dated December 03, 2004 on compensation, rehabilitation
and resettlement when the State recover lands.
Decree No.131/2006/ND-CP, on the management and use of Official Development
Assistance (ODA).
Decree No.123/2007/ND-CP, amending and supplementing Decree 188/2004/ND-CP that
gives Provincial People‟s Committees the authority to set local land prices by establishing
ranges for all categories of land.
Decree No.84/2007/ND-CP dated May 25, 2007 supplementary stipulations on issue of
LURC, land acquisition, land use right implementation, procedure of compensation, and
assistance in the event of land recovery by the state and grievance redress.
Decree No.69/2009/ND-CP dated August 13, 2009 on supplemented regulation on land
use planning, land price, land acquisition, compensation, assistance and resettlement.
Circular 14/2009/TT-BTNMT issued by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
dated on October 1st 2009 on detailed regulations on compensation, support and
resettlement and the order and procedures for land acquisition, land allocation, land lease.
Decree No.70 that stipulates that all documents registering family assets and land use
rights must be in the names of both husband and wife.
Decree 11/2010/ND-CP, dated on 24 Feb 2010 on management and protection of road
Decree 42/2012/ND-CP, dated on 11 May 2012, on management and use of paddy land.

Ethnic Minorities.Thedefinition of EM status in Vietnam is based on the following criteria:
(i)

A language different from the national language;
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Long traditional residence on, or relationship with, land, and long traditional social
institutional system;
A self-provided production system; and
A distinct cultural identity and self-identification as a distinct cultural group that is accepted
by neighboring ethnic groups.

95.
Article 5 of the Constitution of Viet Nam (1992) acknowledges equality and equal rights among
ethnic groups, upon which also the Government policy and programs on EM development are based
upon. Articles 36 and 39 of the Constitution appoint citizens living in the mountainous regions as national
minorities and instruct that they are given priority in education and health care services. A number of EM
groups with especially small populations and lagging behind in development are defined as extremely
difficult ethnic minorities.
96.
The main vehicle for implementing government policies concerning ethnic minorities in the central
level is through the Committee for Ethnic Minorities (CEM), which is a cabinet-level committee
established in 1993 (with the name Committee for Ethnic Minorities and Mountainous Areas, CEMMA).
The task of CEM is to identify, coordinate, implement, and monitor projects targeted to EM development
and has its own budget to be spent on the main programs and projects. At provincial level the
Department of Ethnic Minorities is the implementing agency for developing policies concerning ethnic
minorities, at district level this office has been integrated into the office of Agriculture and Rural
Development.
97.
The state-owned Social Policy Bank (SPB) is providing micro loans targeted for poverty and EM
households and households in communities that are classified by the Gov. as extremely difficult areas. To
be qualified for a loan from SPB, the borrower has to be a member of one village-level micro credit group.
Mass organizations (Women‟s Union, Farmers‟ Association, Fatherland Front, Youth Union) support
these groups and further cooperate with SPB in disseminating information on loan availability, procedures
and management. Mass organizations also give recommendations for priority listing of households for
loan attainment. Added to facilitating the SPB loan procedures, provincial Women‟s Union also has a
credit fund with funds from the national WU (i.e. governmental funding) to provide loans to poor WU
members for income generation improvement.
98.
Gender. Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnamrecognizesthe equal rights of men and
women. TheVietnamWomen‟sUnionwasestablishedin1930.This is apolitical-society organizationin the
political system, which represents the legitimate rights andinterestsof theelitewomenofVietnam,strivesfor
the empowermentofwomenand gender equality. To date, members of thisWomenAssociation presented
almost in allsectors and levels.
99.
The Gender Equality Law by the National Assembly of Socialist Republic of Vietnam in November
29, 2006 officially legalized gender equality. This is animportantlegalfortheformulation ofpolicies
andpracticalactionson gender equalityinVietnam. Specifically, 5 years after the Law on Gender
Equalitywasborn, the National Programmeon Gender Equality for the period2011-2015wasapproved
nd
bythe Prime Minister'sthrough Decision No.1241/QD-TTgon 22 July 2011withimplementation fund
amountingto955billion.
100.
The above policieshighlyaffirmed theroleof women inthesocioeconomicdevelopmentof the
countryandthe Government of Vietnam's determination to bringthe genderrelationshiptoequality.
1.

HoaBinh People’s Committee Decision on Land Acquisition and Resettlement

(i)
(ii)

Decision No19/2011/QD-UBND dated19/9/2011 of HoaBinh province on compensation unit
price for asset when the State recovers land in HoaBinh province.
Decision 03/2012/QD-UBND dated 05/3/2012, amending some items of compensation unit
price when the State recovers land in HoaBinh province, attached with Decision
No19/2011/QD-UBND dated19/9/2011Land Law 2003 dated 26 November 2003.

2.

HoaBinh People’s Committee Decision on EMs and Gender.

(i)

Decision number 19/2008/QD-UBND: Amending and supplementing Decision No.
1123/2007/QD-UBND September 5, 2007 on the issuance of policies to attract, encourage
the development of scientific staff technical, personnel management and training of EMs in
HoaBinh province
Decision Number: 289/QD-TTg March 18, 2008 On board of a number of policies to
support EM households under current policy, poor, poor households and fishermen
Decision.102/2009/QD-TTg- Date 7/8/2009. Direct support for the poor people in
disadvantaged areas

(ii)
(iii)
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(iv)

Decision: 1366/QD-TTg on 25/9/2008.Amending and supplementing Decision No. 289/QDTTg, March 18, 2008 issued a number of policies to support EMs, the protection of social
policies, poverty, poor households and fishermen

C. Reconciliation of Government and ADB Policies on Resettlement
101.
With the promulgation of the 2003 Land Law, including Decrees No.197/2004/ND-CP and
No.188/2004/ND-CP, Decree No.69/2009/ND-CP, the policies and practices of the national Government
have become more consistent with ADB‟s Policy on Involuntary Resettlement (SPS, 2009). However,
there are still some significant gaps between the Government policies and the ADB‟s Policy on
Involuntary Resettlement.
102.
The following table provides a comparison of the ADB Safeguards Policy Statement of 2009 and
those of the Government on key areas of involuntary resettlement, and regulates the implementation of
the resettlement issues under the “Upgrading rural irrigation works and rural road subproject, Lac Son
district, HoaBinhprovince.
Table 12. Reconciliation of Government and ADB Policies on Involuntary Resettlement
Issues

ADB
Involuntary Resettlement
Lack of
The absence of formal legal
formal title to title to land is not a bar to
affected
entitlements. Non-titled
assets
affected households including
displaced tenants,
sharecroppers and squatters
are entitled to resettlement
assistance that may include
replacement land, ensure
greater security of tenure and
upgrading of livelihoods.
All affected houses and
structures, irrespective of land
tenure status, need to be
compensated at the full
replacement cost through cash
or replacement assets

Compensati
on principles

Lands and assets upon lands
compensation should be based
on replacement cost, which
means the method of valuing
assets to replace the loss at
market value.

Government of Viet Nam

Subproject Policy Frame

Decree 69 Article 14, Clause 1: If persons
who have land recovered by the State meet
conditions related to land ownership set out
in Article 8 Item 1,2,3,4,5,7,9,10,11 of
Decree 197, they shall receive
compensation; if they fail to meet all
conditions for compensation, the Peoples,
Committees of the provinces or centrally
run cities shall consider providing such
support.
Decree 197 Article 18, 19, 20: (i) Houses
and structures on non-eligible-forcompensation land, which have not violated
announced land use plans or the right of
way, will be assisted at 80% of
compensated price; and (ii) Houses and
structures on non-eligible-for-compensation
land, which have violated announced land
use plans or the right of way will not be
assisted. In special cases, the PPC will
consider to assist on case-by-case basis.
Decree 69, Article 3, Clause 14, Item 2:
Persons who have land recovered shall be
compensated with new land having the
same use purpose; if there is no land for
compensation, they shall receive
compensation equal to the value of land
use right which is calculated based on land
price at the time of issuance of recovery
decisions.
Decree 197: Article 9: The compensation
rates for land shall be determined by the
PPC in accordance with the Government
regulations for the type of land which has
been used for at the time of land
acquisition.
Decree 17/2006 provides for compensation
to be based on replacement costs. Where
there is difference between current use and
market values, a Land Valuation.
Council has to be set up to establish current
market values. (Article 4, item 1).

Those without titles to land or
any recognizable legal rights
to land are eligible for
assistance and compensation
for loss of non-land assets.
Poor and vulnerable non-titled
users will be provided
appropriate assistance to help
them improve their
socioeconomic status. The
type of assistance will be
identified during RP
preparation as per
consultation with APs.

Payment for lands and assets
upon lands will be based on
the principle of replacement
cost.
During preparation of RPs,
RSC shall be carried by
safeguard consultants with
participations of local
authorities and provincial
departments of finance, to
identify the market rates and
replacement costs for the lost
lands and assets upon lands.
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Issues

ADB
Involuntary Resettlement
All affected business is eligible
for assistance
Businesses

Assistance
for life
stabilization
and
production
stabilization

Assistance
for
vulnerable
groups

Severely affected households
losing more than 10% of their
productive asset and source of
livelihood are entitled

Particular attention to the
needs of vulnerable groups,
especially those below the
poverty line, the landless, the
elderly, women and children,
and ethnic minorities, and
those without legal title to land,
and ensure their participation in
consultations.
Ethnic Minorities
Action
Prepare an Ethnic minorities
planning
plan (EMP) that is based on the
social impact assessment with
the assistance of qualified and
experienced experts and that
draw on indigenous knowledge
and participation by the
affected Ethnic minorities
communities.
Recognition
Prepare an action plan for legal
of customary recognition of customary rights
rights
to lands and territories or
ancestral domains when the
project involves (i) activities
that are contingent on
establishing legally recognized
rights to lands and territories
that EMs have traditionally
owned or customarily used or
occupied, or (ii) involuntary
acquisition of such lands.
M&E
Monitor implementation of the
REMDP using qualified and
experienced experts; adopt a
participatory monitoring
approach, wherever possible;
disclose monitoring reports.

Government of Viet Nam
Decree 69, Article 3, Clause 20, Item 2
Only registered businesses are eligible for
assistance.

Affected households losing 30% or more of
their land are entitled to life stabilization
assistance. The amounts are higher for
those required to relocate, in particular if
they must relocate to areas with difficult
eco-social conditions. Living stabilization is
30 kg of rice per month for each member of
the household.

Subproject Policy Frame
All affected households
regardless of registration
status will be compensated for
income loss as a result of
disruption or cessation of
business due to the Project, in
addition to other forms of
assistance, as needed and in
a manner consistent with their
requirements, to help restore
living standards to pre-Project
levels.
Assistance on life and
production stabilization will be
provided to those who lose
10% or more of their
productive income or
generating assets and/or
being physically displaced.
The Project will focus on
strategies to avoid further
impoverishment and create
new opportunities to improve
status of the poor and
vulnerable people.

Assistanceis only for the poor (and for EMin
some provinces).

Assistance shall be provided
in accordance with the current
Provincial regulations for
those below the official
poverty line, and for
vulnerable groups (e.g. EMs
or female-headed households,
etc. per results of consultation
and the SIA.

No provision of the government on
preparation of EMDP

The EMDP shall be prepared
and updated and consultants
will be recruited to assist the
EMDP preparation,
implementation and
monitoring.

Decree 197/2004 widens the definition and
Decree 69/2009 re-defined legalizable land
users. However, the issues of customary
rights or ancestral domains have not been
fully recognized.

Full consultation with local
EMs will be made to define
areas with customary rights
and to reflect the issues in an
updated EMDP with particular
actions to protect or
compensate the areas.

No regulation of the government on
preparation or monitoring of REMDP
implementation

Internal and external monitors
of REMDP implementation will
be carried out. Consultants
shall be recruited for
independent monitoring of
REMDP implementation.
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D. Subproject Policy
103.

Subproject implementers shall uphold the following policies:
(i)

Poor and vulnerable non-titled users will be provided appropriate assistance to help them
improve their socioeconomic status. The type of assistance will be identified during RP
preparation as per consultation with APs.
(ii)
Payment for lands and assets upon lands will be based on the principle of replacement
cost.
(iii)
During preparation of REMDPs, an experienced appraiser, to identify the market rates and
replacement costs for the lost lands and assets upon lands, shall carry out the RSC.
(iv) All AHs will be compensated for income loss as a result of disruption or cessation of
business due to the Project, in addition to other forms of assistance, as needed and in a
manner consistent with their requirements, to help restore living standards to pre-Project
levels.
(v)
Assistance on life and production stabilization will be provided to those who lose 10% or
more of their productive income generating assets and/or being physically displaced. The
Project will focus on strategies to avoid further impoverishment and create new
opportunities to improve status of the poor and vulnerable persons.
(vi) Severely affected households losing 10% or more of their productive asset and source of
livelihood or having to relocate will be entitled to participate in an income restoration
program, which will be mainstreamed in the District Extension Program.
(vii) Assistance shall be provided in accordance with the current Provincial regulations for those
below the official poverty line, and for vulnerable groups (e.g. Ethnic minorities or femaleheaded households, no no-labor households, etc. as per consultation with those.
(viii) Social impacts assessment will be prepared and updated open to use of similar methods to
assess potential project impacts, both positive and adverse, on EMs
(ix) Capacity building programs for EMs in the project area will be provided. Meaningful
consultations with local EMs will be carried in all stages of the project. The grievance
redress mechanism has been developed and will be discussed and disclosed publicly in
the communities.
(x)
The project will ensure the rights of local EMs to benefit from the use of their cultural
resource and knowledge.
(xi) The issues of access restriction and physical displacement from protected areas and
natural resources will be avoided as much as possible.
(xii) The REMDP shall be prepared and updated and consultants will be recruited to assist the
REMDP preparation, implementation and monitoring.
(xiii) Key information in the REMDP, including measurement of losses data, detailed asset
valuation, compensation and resettlement options, detailed entitlements and special
provisions, grievance procedures, timing of payments and displacement schedule will be
disclosed to the APs in an understandable format and in the local language, such as the
posting of the full REMDP in commune offices and the distribution of project information
booklets (PIBs) to the APs.
(xiv) Full consultation with local EMs will be made to define areas with customary rights and to
reflect the issues in an updated REMDP with particular actions to protect or compensate
the areas.
(xv) Internal and external monitors of REMDP implementation will be carried out. Consultants
shall be recruited for independent monitoring of REMDP implementation.
(xvi) Cash compensation or replacement land for affected households losing entire residential
land will be made available at least 3 months ahead of civil works to allow the affected
households sufficient lead time to reconstruct their houses.
(xvii) Civil works will not be issued a notice to proceed (NTP) for any subproject or project
component that entails involuntary resettlement in accordance with the approved REMDP
for that subproject or component until (I) compensation payment and relocation to new
sites have been satisfactorily completed for that area, and (ii) agreed rehabilitation (income
restoration) program is in place.
VII. ENTITLEMENTS, ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS
A. Eligibilities
104.
Eligibility for compensation with regard to land is determined by legal rights to the land
concerned. There are three types of APs: i) persons with Land Use Rights Certificates (LURCs) to land
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lost in entirety or partially, ii) persons who lose land they occupy who do not currently possess a LURC
but have a claim that is recognizable under national laws, or, iii) persons who lose land they occupy in its
entirety or partially who do not have any recognizable claim to that land. APs included under i) and ii)
above shall be compensated for the affected land and assets upon land. APs included under iii) shall not
be compensated for the affected land, but for the affected assets upon land and are entitled to assistance
if they have to relocate.
105.
All APs who satisfy the cut-off date for eligibility are entitled to compensation for their affected
assets (land, structures, trees and crops), and rehabilitation measures sufficient to assist them to improve
or at least maintain their pre-project living standards, income-earning capacity and production levels.
106.
Non-eligible APs include those making claims based on subsequent occupation after the cut-off
date. The cut-off date for eligibility will coincide with the completion of the detailed measurement survey
(DMS) following the finalization and approval of technical or engineering designs
B. Compensation and Assistance
107.
Compensation to owners of affected land. The annual cropland will be affected at most, and its
2
compensation price is 35,000 VND/m .Temporary land acquisitionis not compensated.
2

108.
Assistance to AHs losing productive land. 13 AHs losing 1,531 m of annual cropland will be
supported job training/creation with an amount equal to twice of the compensation price for affected land
(see Table 17).
109.
Compensation for standing crops and trees. Standing crops on the affected land will be
compensated depending on the average crop yield in three latest consecutive years and market price of
the crop product. Affected fruit and timber trees will be compensated according to the value of the trees in
the market. Total compensation cost for crop andtreesis702,510,000mill. VND.
110.
Assistance for affected Vulnerable AHs. According to the subproject policy, 150 poor households
will be assisted with 2.000.000VND per household.
111.
The affected public facilities are telephone poles (25).Compensate at cash will be paid by
HoaBinh province‟s budget to restore affected asset.
112.
Unforeseen impacts. New AHs/APs that will emerge in the course of Project implementation (for
example, due to changes in alignment or scope of work) will be provided the same entitlements as those
of the other AHs/APs.
C. Entitlements
113.
The entitlement matrix below summarizes the main types of lost properties corresponding to their
nature and scope of entitlement.
Table 13. Entitlement Matrix
Types of
loss/impacts
1. Land
Productive land
(agriculture land,
aquaculture land,
forestry land, garden
land)

Productive land
(agriculture land,
aquaculture land,
forestry land, garden
land)

Level of impact

Entitled persons

Entitlements

Implementation issues

Permanentloss
(losing less than
10% of the total
productive land
of the household
and the
remaining portion
is viable for
continued use)

Legal users of
land with LURCs
or legalizable

168 APs, in which, 147
APs affected by rural
road and 21APs affected
by irrigation works.

Temporary loss

….

Compensation at
cash for
permanently
acquired land
based on
replacement cost;
Compensation for
affected assets on
land at
replacement cost,
see below item 2.
….

…..

2. Structures, crops and trees
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Types of
loss/impacts
Tree and crop

Level of impact
Loss of or
damage to
assets

Entitled persons
Users regardless
of legal situation

Public structure

Damaged

District electricity
company, Post
office

3. Allowance
Allowance for job
training/creation

Losing
productive land

AHs who will
lose productive
land

Allowance for
vulnerable groups

Loss of land

Entitlements
For yearly tree,
compensate at
cash, current
market price at
moment of
compensation.
For perennial tree,
compensate at
cash, current
market price,
according to type,
age and effective
of compensation.
Compensate at
cash to restore
affected asset.

Implementation issues
163 APs, in which, 142
APs affected by rural
road and 21APs affected
by irrigation works.

APs has
entitlement to
receive
compensation

Allowance for job change
for agricultural production
household is 70.000
VND/m2 based on type
of productive land. (2 x
agriculture land 35.000
VND/m2),

APs is poor
household

Allowance for 2,000,000
VND/ per household

25 telephone towers and
7 LV towers affected by
rural road.

114.
The subproject cause minor impact on the local people. Each affected household is acquired less
than 10% of productive land, that is, this does not affect much their income. All AHs are compensated for
their affected assets and support for job creation. Therefore, it is no need to establish and implement an
income and livelihood restoration program in this subproject
VIII. RESETTLEMENT BUDGET AND FINANCING PLAN
115.
The compensation unit prices will be established in each province of the Integrated Rural
Development Projects in Northern Provinces in accordance with replacement costs that base on market
prices. The compensation unit prices are setaccording on the replacement cost survey and the unit price
update method when market prices change. The compensation unit prices will be approved by the PPC
for the Sustainable Rural Infrastructure Development Projects in the Northern Provinces.
116.
The area of agricultural land managed by households will be compensated at replacement costs.
The state-owned land will not be compensated but is supported for 100% of the acquisition land value
(Based on Decision No19/2011/QD-UBND dated 19/9/2011 of HoaBinh province on compensation unit
price for asset when the State recovers land in HoaBinh province, (ii) Decision 03/2012/QD-UBND dated
05/3/2012, amending some items of compensation unit price when the State recovers land in HoaBinh
province, attached with Decision No19/2011/QD-UBND dated 19/9/2011).
117.
The survey was conducted in May2012. The replacement cost study and survey was conducted
based on the following basic principles: (i) productive land (agricultural land, fish ponds, gardens, forests)
are based on market prices which reflect the last sales in the locality and surrounding areas; (ii) crops is
valued equivalent to market value at the time of compensation, and (iii) perennial trees and fruit trees are
compensated in cash according to market prices by their kind, diameter (at breast height), or a
productivity value at the time of compensation of trees. The results of replacement cost survey in the
following table:
Table 14. Results of replacement survey
No.
1
2
5

Items
Agricultural land
Annual crop
Custard apple

Provincial price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
200/tree

Data
Replacement price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
205/tree

Compensation price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
205/tree
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No.
6
8
10
11
12
13
16
17

Items
Jack fruit
Rhombic fruit
Guava
Dracontomelum
Acacia
Eucalyptus
Bamboo
Cinnamon

Data
Replacement price
200/tree
200/tree
200/tree
195/tree
21/tree
60/tree
20/tree
130/tree

Provincial price
180/tree
190/tree
200/tree
180/tree
20/tree
61/tree
20/tree
130/tree

Compensation price
200/tree
200/tree
200/tree
195/tree
20/tree
61/tree
20/tree
130/tree

118.
The RCS was conducted through the following methods: (i) study of the average revenue for the
agricultural industry (income generated from land) in the locality, (ii) interviews and surveys of affected
households and non-affected households and (iii) observations and surveys in residential areas. Thereby,
the replacement unit prices are proposed for the subproject.
119.
Currently, the regulations on compensation unit prices and allowances for land, trees, crops as
well as architectural objects, buildings and other assets, issued by People's Committee of HoaBinh
Province are always updated by the Department of Finance, the Department of Natural Resources Environment, the Department of Construction and local authorities each year.Thus market prices and
compensation unit prices can be compared and regulated in documents and policies of the province and
consider their equivalent. Provincial issued prices are relatively close to unit prices of assets traded in the
market.
120.
The site survey results show that there is no agricultural land transaction in Upgrading irrigation
system and rural road subproject within Lac Son District, HoaBinhprovince. This area is
spacious,whereafew ethnic minorities live, so that the demand of local people for cultivation is necessary
and there is no significant commercial trading here. For trees and agricultural crops, the survey indicates
that market unit prices are equivalent to the unit prices regulated by the PPC.
121.
All land acquisition, compensation and resettlement costs for the land, crops, trees and assets
affected by thesubprojectshall be taken from provincial counterpart funds of HoaBinh province
122.
Resettlement costs.Table15summarizes the subproject resettlement costs including (i)
compensation for land acquired, permanently or temporarily, (ii) compensation for structures, architectural
objects, houses, crops and trees; (iii) allowances; and (iv) implementation and contingency costs.
Table 15.Compensation budget
No
A
1

Component

Quantity

Land
Permanent impact
Garden land
Agricultural land

3,166.6 m
2
1,531 m

Forestry land
2

2

7,461 m

2

Total cost
1,125,980,000
2

300,000/m
2
35,000/m

949,980,000
53,585,000

15,000/m

2

111,915,000

35,000/m

2

10,500,000

36,750/m

2

61,372,500

2

59,500,000
34,380,000
10,500,000
5,000,000
702,510,000
597,600,000
104,910,000
92,750,000
1,999,242,500
368,895,000
68,895,000
300,000,000
2,368,137,500
165,769,625
47,362,750

Temporary impact
Agricultural land

B

Unit price

300 m

2

Structures

170,752,500

1

Brick wall (m)

1,670 m

2
3
4
5
C
1
2
3
D
E
1
2
F
G
1

Yard (m2)
Bamboo fence
Low voltage tower
Phone tower
Tree
Fruit tree
Perennial tree
Timber
Subtotal 1
Assistance
For job training/creation
For poor household
Subtotal 2
Management cost
Independent cost (2%)

8,50 m

2

2

7
25

70,000/m
2
20,000/m
1,500,000/pc
200,000 VND/pc

12,952 trees
11,491 trees
10,275 trees
D = A+B+C

150 HHs

2,000,000 VND/HH
F=D+E
Equivalent (2%)
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No
2
H

Component
Contingency (5%)
Total
Round up

Quantity

Unit price
Contingency 5%
H=F+G

Total cost
118,406,875
2,533,907,125
2,540,000,000

123.
The compensation and site clearance cost for the subproject is expected to be 2,540,000,000
VND..
IX. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
A.National Level
124.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) is the Executing Agency for the
Sustainable Rural Infrastructure Development Project in Northern Mountainous Provinces, and assures
overall coordination, planning, implementation, and reporting for the Project.
125.

During implementing REMDP, CPMU under MARD has the responsibilities as follow:
(i)

Providing overall planning, coordination, and supervision of the resettlement
implementation;
(ii)
Guiding implementing agencies (CARB) and PPMUs to implement resettlement activities in
accordance with policy of the approved REMDP; and advise local authorities to resolve
timely and successfully any mistakes or shortcomings identified through internal and/or
external monitoring of RP implementation to ensure that the objectives of the REMDP are
met;
(iii) Finalizing REMDP and obtaining PPCs and ADB‟s approval before implementing approved
REMDP;
(iv) Providing resettlement training to implementing agencies, all PMU staff and CARBs staff;
(v)
Coordinating with other implementation agencies and relevant institutions during periods of
preparation, planning and implementation of the REMDP;
(vi) Establishing a database of APs for each component, as well as for the Project as a whole;
(vii) Establishing procedures for ongoing internal monitoring and review of project level
progress reports and for tracking compliance to project policies;
(viii) Establishing procedures for monitoring coordination between contractors and local
communities and for ensuring prompt identification and compensation for impacts occurring
during construction;
(ix) Recruiting, supervising, and acting upon the recommendations of the external monitoring
organization;
(x)
Establishing procedures for the prompt implementation of corrective actions and the
resolution of grievances;
(xi) Reporting periodically on resettlement implementation progress to the ADB.
B. Province Level
126.
HoaBinh Provincial People‟s Committee (PPC) is responsible for resettlement activities within its
administrative jurisdiction. The main responsibilities of PPC include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Approving final REMDPs;
Issuing decisions approving land valuations applied for compensation rates, allowances
and other supports to APs, especially vulnerable groups, based on principles of REMDP;
Approving budget allocation for compensation, support and resettlement;
Directing and supervising provincial relevant departments to implement effectively the
REMDP.
Authorize the district-level People‟s Committees to approve compensation, assistance and
resettlement plans/REMDPs;
Directing the relevant agencies to settle APs‟ complaints, grievances related to
compensation, assistance and resettlement according to their law-prescribed competence;
Directing the relevant agencies to examine and handle the violations in the compensation,
assistance and resettlement domain.

127.
HoaBinhProvincial Project Management Unit (PPMU) is responsible for comprehensive REMDP
implementation and internal monitoring. The main tasks of CPMU include:
(i)
(ii)

Preparing, updating, and supervising REMDP implementation of project components;
Guiding CARB to implement all resettlement activities in compliance with the approved
REMDP; and resolving any mistakes or shortcomings identified by internal monitoring to
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

ensure that the objectives of the REMDPs are met; and otherwise, to provide appropriate
technical, financial and equipment supports to CARB and Commune-level Inventory
Working Groups.
Conducting, in combination with CARB and CPCs, information campaigns and stakeholder
consultation in accordance with established project guidelines;
Coordinating with other line agencies to ensure delivery of restoration and rehabilitation
measures to APs;
Implementing internal resettlement monitoring, establishing and maintaining AP databases
for each component in accordance with established project procedures and providing
regular reports to CPMU;
Implementing prompt corrective actions in response to internal monitoring.

C. District Level
128.
The DPC undertakes comprehensive management on compensation, assistance and
resettlement. The DPC is responsible to the PPC to report on progress, and the result of land acquisition.
The DPC‟s primary task includes:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Approving the schedule and monitoring the progress of land acquisition and resettlement
implementation in compliance with updated REMDP;
Establishing CARB and Resettlement team and directing CARB and relevant district
departments to appraise and implement the detailed compensation, assistance and
resettlement;
Approving and taking responsibility before the law on the legal basis, and accuracy of the
detailed compensation, assistance and resettlement options in the local area; Approving
cost estimates on implementation of compensation, assistance and resettlement work;
Taking responsibility for acquiring LURC, certificate on land owning right of the households
and individuals who have land, house entirely recovered; adjusting LURC for households
and individuals who have land, house partially recovered, in accordance with authorization;
Directing Commune People‟s Committees and relevant organizations on various
resettlement activities;
Reviewing and endorsing the Updated REMDP for approval of the PPC;
Resolving complaints and grievances of APs

D. District Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board (CARD)
129.
The composition of the REMDP includes DPC vice-chairman (playing role as the head of
REMDP), the representatives of Department of Natural Resources and Environment, Department of
Finance, Department of Agriculture, CPC chairmen and affected households (including affected women
headed households), members of District Farmers‟ Association and Women‟s Union. The main
responsibilities of District Officials and/or the CARB are the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Organize, plan and carry out compensation, assistance and resettlement activities;
Perform the DMS, consultation and disclosure activities, design and implementation of
income restoration program, coordination with various stakeholders;
Prepare compensation plan and submit to DPC for approval. Implement compensation,
assistance and resettlement alternative; Take responsibility for legal basis applied in
compensation, assistance and resettlement policy following approved REMDP;
Assist in the identification and allocation of land for relocated households;
Lead and coordinate with the CPC in the timely delivery of compensation payment and
other entitlements to affected households; and
Assist in the resolution of grievances.

E. Commune Level
130.
The CPC will assist the CARB in their resettlement tasks. Specifically, the CPC will be
responsible for the following:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

In co-operation with District level and with commune level local mass organizations,
mobilize people who will be acquired to implement the compensation, assistance and
settlement policy according to approved REMDP;
To co-operate with CARB and Working groups to communicate the reason for acquisition
to the people whose land is to be acquired; To notify and publicize all resettlement options
on compensation, assistance and resettlement which are approved by DPC;
Assign Commune officials to assist the CARB in the updating of the REMDP and
implementation of resettlement activities;
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(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

Identify replacement land for affected households;
Sign the Agreement Compensation Forms along with the affected households;
Assist in the resolution of grievances; and,
Actively participate in all resettlement activities and concerns.
X. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

131.
The implementation schedule for REMDP keyactivities for the subproject is presented in Table 16
including (i) REMDP planning activities that have been completed; (ii) resettlement implementation
activities; and, (iii) external monitoring activities.
Table 16.REMDP schedule of key activities
Main REMDP activities
Prepare REMDP
Detailed engineering and demarcation of land to be acquired
Award contract and mobilize consultants to make reports
Conduct DMS and prepare compensation charts (RCS, as required)
Public meetings and consultations with APs on the REMDP
Finalize updated REMDP and submit to PPMU for review and approval
PPC‟s approval of REMDP; ADB‟s no-objection to REMDP
REMDP Implementation
Compensation payments
Clearance of acquired land and implementation of the restore measures
Construction contracts
Post-resettlement evaluation and assessment
External Monitoring
CPMU awards contracts and mobilizes IMO
IMO participates in the DMS and establishes AP socioeconomic baseline
IMO conducts 1st follow-up survey and monitoring report
IMO conducts 2nd follow-up survey and monitoring report
IMO conducts after the resettlement survey and final monitoring report

Implementation schedule
10/2011
12/2011
05/2012
05/2012
01/2013
01/2013
5/2013
5/2013
6/2013
12/2013
5/2013
5/2013
11/2013
4/2014
12/2014

XI. MONITORING AND REPORTING
A. Community monitoring
132.
Community-based monitoring (CBM) is a form of public oversight, ideally driven by local
information needs and community values, to increase the accountability and quality of social services or
to contribute to the management of ecological resources. Within the CBM framework, members of a
community affected by a social program or environmental change generate demands, suggestions,
critiques and data that they want then feedback to the organization implementing the program or
managing the project.
133.
People in the subproject area are encouraged to monitor the implementation of REMDP,
especially the APs by comparing what they received with what is stated in the REMDP.
B. Internal monitoring
134.

The objectives of internal monitoring and evaluation is to assess
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

135.

Compliance with the agreed REMDP;
The availability of resources and the efficient, effective use of these resources to
implement land acquisition and resettlement activities;
That resettlement institutions are well-functioning during the course of project
implementation;
Resettlement activities are undertaken in accordance with the implementation schedule
described in the REMDP;
To identify problems, if any, and remedial actions.

Primary responsibility for internal monitoring lies with the CPMU as the project-implementing

agency. The CPMU will be responsible for overseeing the formation, function, and activities of each of
the provincial and district bodies responsible for resettlement. The CPMU will ensure that information on
resettlement progress flows from DCARBs. The DCARB will submit monthly progress reports to the
CPMU. The CPMU will consolidate all provincial reports into the project performance monitoring system,
which will be used to prepare regular progress reports submission to ADB. All data will be gender and
ethnicity disaggregated.
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136.
The CPMU will develop an internal monitoring schedule, indicators, procedures and reporting
requirements for all subprojects. Internal monitoring indicators will include but not limit:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Payment compensation to affected persons in accordance with the agreed Resettlement
Policy Framework and REMDP;
Coordination completion of land acquisition, compensation and, as required resettlement
activities commencement of civil works;
Adherence to public information dissemination consultation procedures, and report on
activities; and,
Adherence to grievance redress procedures, and report of activities. Sample indicators to
be monitored regularly

C. External monitoring
137.
The CPMU will engage an independent resettlement monitoring organization (called IMO) to
conduct external monitoring of REMDP implementation of subprojects. The purpose of the external
monitoring is to assess whether the REMDP has been implemented as planned, whether entitlements
have been delivered and met the intended objectives and APs are able to restore their living conditions,
livelihoods and incomes to pre-subproject levels and, if not, to recommend remedial actions to assist
APs.
138.
The main objective of external monitoring is to provide an independent periodic review and
assessment of (i) achievement of resettlement objectives; (ii) changes in living standards and livelihoods;
(iii) restoration and/or improvement of the economic and social base of the APs; (iv) effectiveness and
sustainability of entitlements; and (v) the need for further mitigation measures.
139.
Strategic lessons for future policy formulation and planning will also be drawn from the monitoring
and evaluation of resettlement. This is possible through a Post-Resettlement Implementation Evaluation
Study that will be carried out 6months following completion of all resettlement activities.
140.

The external monitoring will be mobilized prior to REMDP updating activities.

141.
Relative to compliance monitoring during resettlement implementation, the main activities of the
EM will revolve around the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
142.

Review existing baseline data and gather additional socioeconomic information as
necessary, on sample affected households;
Monitor updating and implementation of the REMDP;
Identify any discrepancy between policy requirements and actual implementation of
resettlement;
Monitor the resolution of complaints and grievances of affected households;
Provide recommendations for improving resettlement updating and implementation;
Verify that each AP has received the full payment.

Specifically, the IMO will monitor and evaluate the following issues:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Public consultation and awareness of resettlement policy and entitlements;
Coordination of resettlement activities with the construction schedule;
Land acquisition and transfer procedures;
Level of satisfaction of APs with the provisions and implementation of the REMDP;
Grievance redress mechanism (documentation, process, resolution);
Effectiveness, impact and sustainability of entitlements and income restoration programs
and the need for further improvement and mitigation measures;
(vii) Capacity of affected households to restore/re-establish livelihoods and living standards.
Special attention will be given to severely affected households and vulnerable households
focusing on achieving project objectives of improving socioeconomic status of vulnerable
households;
(viii) Resettlement impacts caused during construction activities;
(ix) Targets proposed in the gender action plan;
(x)
Activities mainstreamed in subproject ones for ethnic minority development; and
(xi) Participation of APs in REMDP updating and implementation.
143.
The IMO will supervise and submit finding reports to the CPMU every six months. CPMU will
submit external monitoring reports to ADB for review and posting on ADB's website. All outstanding
problems of resettlement implementation determined by the external monitoring Consultant have to be
resolved timely and satisfactorily by relevant agencies at all level to ensure entitlements of APs.
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ANNEX1: MINUTES OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION
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ANNEX 2: SURVEY FORM FOR AFFECTED HOUSEHOLD

-

Owner (household head):
Hamlet:
Commune:
Subproject name:
Affected assets:
Residential land
Aquaculture land
Trees:
Others (specify):

Household code
District:

Garden land
House
Crops:

Agriculture land
Structure

1.
1.1

Socioeconomic information
Household‟s Information
- Type of household:
Poor household
Policy household
Female headed household
Ethnic household
- No of household members:
of which
male;
female
- Education level of household head (specify):
- Age of household head:
- Job of household head:
- Household head ethnic:
- Number of children in school age:
- Number of children quitting school:
Reasons for quitting
- Date moving to current location:
(day/month/year)
- Inhabitants status:
1. 2.
Economic Information of Household
1.2.1 Status of Land Use
Type of land
1.
2
3.
4.
5.

1.2.2

Area of land (m2)

Residential land
Garden land
Agriculture land
Aquaculture land
Forestry land

Income sources of household
Income source

Main source

In which, income of male:
of female:
Who is in charge of spending decision: Husband Wife
1.2.3. Living conditions of household

Both

Secondary source

1. Planting
2. Breeding
3. Fishery
4. Business
5. Handicraft
6. Services
7. Salary
8. Hired labor
9. Others (specify)

1

Water sources for drinking/ cooking:: --------

2

Water sources for cleaning: ----------

3

Health: ---------------

4

Energy- Lighting: -----------

1234567812341-

Rain water
Dig well
Dig well/drill well
Canal, river, pond
Buy
Public tap-water
Tap water
Others
2 composite latrine
Septic tank
Public toilet
No toilet
State electric system
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5

2.
2.1.

Energy - Cooking: -------------

23456789-

Electric Generator
Battery
Petroleum
Wood
Coal
Gas
No
Others

Inventory of loss (IOL)
Land
No

Type of land

Categoryof land

Total land available (m2) Legality of land (specify)

Land acquired by Project (m2)
Permanent
Temporary

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Notes:
1.
Type of land: Residential land (urban, rural), garden land, cultivation land, land for aquaculture, forestland, etc.
2.
Category of land Classify only for agricultural land (category 1 to 6), and land for aquaculture.
3.
Legality: Specify clearly the situation of land use of household such as hold / did not held the Land Use Right Certificate,
waiting for LURC, land user is eligible under the Land Law, rental land, lan allocated temporarily, encroached land, disputed
land, etc.
4.
Land acquired permanently: Land should be acquired by the Project for construction and will be not returned back to the
affected people.
5.
Land acquired temporarily Land should be acquired by the Project during the construction, using for widening the construction
access road for material transportation, material storage, worker‟s house, etc and it will be returned back to land owners.

Principal Structure – House and/or shop

2.2.

Type of house, structure

Purpose of use

Total area (m2)

Areademolished(m2)

Description

Additional notes (if any):
____________________________________________________________________________
2.3.

Other structures and assets

No
1

Type of structure and assets

Unit

Quantity

2
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3

4

5

6

7

8

Additional notes (if any):
____________________________________________________________________________
2.4

Trees and crops

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Kind of trees and crops

Unit

Description/productivity

Note

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6

Note:
Group 1: Longan, Coconut, Mango, Star Apple,
Group 2: Orange, Mandarin, Grapefruit, Custard-Apple, Guava
Group 3: Cashew, Pepper, Coffee, Dragon fruit
Group 5: Pine apple, Sugar cane
Group 6: Eucalyptus, Bamboo, Others

2.5.
Business and income losses
APs have affected businesses
No

Business type

Business status
Registration
No-registration

No. of employees
Long-term
Short term

Monthly Profit
(VND)

1

2

3

Business type:
1- Smallstore/kiosk
2- Retail Shop
3- Services (hairdressing)
4- GasStation, garage
5- Warehouse, Industrial factory
6- Others:……………………………
3. Relocation options of APs (for permanent relocating APs only)
Individual relocate in otherplace:
Willingtorelocate in theresettlement site:
Do notknowwhereto move:
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4. Trees and crops
No

Type of trees, crops

Unit

Quantity

Note

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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Sketch location of house, structures affected by the Project
Stick picture of affected house
N

Note:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of HH Head

Representative of PPMU
(sign& seal)

Representative of CPC
(sign& seal)

Representative of IOL Team
(sign& seal)
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ANNEX 3: DOCUMENTATION OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
CENTRAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNIT

Sustainable Rural Development Project in the Northern Mountain Provinces
(ADB Loans 2682/2683-VIE)

I.

SUBPROJECT:

Upgrading the Irrigation System and Rural Road of Lac Son District, Hoa Binh Province
II.

DATE, TIME, AND VENUE / LOCATION
Date 08/05/2012, in Thuong Coc, Chi Thien, Phuc Tuy, Phu Luong commune, Lac Son district, Hoa Binh
Provinces.

III. ATTENDANCE:
Conmmunes
Male
96

Total Attendance
Female
93

Ethnic Minority Attendance
Male
Female
96
93

IV. PROGRAM:
Topic / Activity
Introduction participants of the commune, and objectives the consultation
meeting
Presentation the project origin, reasons for consultation, the composition of
consultants
Presentation detailed specifications of the sub-projects: Total length of
embankment, width, and etc…
Presention ADB resettlement policies, the policy framework of the
Government of Vietnam, provincial policies and the policy framework of subprojects: the conditions of eligibility for compensation and resettlement
assistance if state revenues land.
Consultation on:
the compensation and resettlement plan for the subproject, replacement
cost, measures to support relocation and resettlement required by the subproject;
the project implementation plan;
the environmental impacts and mitigation measures.
Consultation on the grievances and grievances redress.
Consultation on issues related to gender.
Consultation on issues related to ethnic minorities.
V.

Responsible Person / Entity
A representative of the Commune
People's Committee
Representatives of the Provincial
Project Management Unit
Project designer
Safety policy consultants

Safety policy consultants

Safety policy consultants
Safety policy consultants
Safety policy consultants

ISSUES AND CONCERNS
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Matrix of Issues and Concerns
Issue Raised
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Issue

Who Raised the
Issue/ Suggestion

In the implementation period,
there may have noises, dust,
smoke, what will the project
do to minimize this impacts?

Do Van Quan,
Thuong Coc
commune

During the construction time, if
the workers damage our
assets, how the project will
compensate?

Quach Van
Duong, Chi Thien
commune

Please take care of our assets
during the construction time

Bui Thi Thinh,
Phu Luong
commune
Bui Van Xien,
Phuc Tuy
commune

The land buying and selling
prices are timely and sptially
variant, to be fair and to avoid
grievance, we prefer to get
compensation based on the
prices regulated by the
province.
Some of our land is loss, the
land certificated should be reissued, is it ok to have a new
one with both name of
husband and wife?
In some days during the
construction time, there may
have some kinds of
ceremonies such as wedding
or funeral, or Muong festivals,
Could the contractor please
pause their work?

Response on Issue Raised
Person / Sector Who
Response
Responded to the Issue/
Suggestion
PPMU will require the
Vu Chi Cong
contractor to implement
Safety policy
the mitigation measures
consultants
such as covering the
tructs during
transporting soil or other
materials.
All the damage caused
Vu Chi Cong
by subproject
Safety policy
construction will be
consultants
compensated depending
on the level of damage.
Yes, of course. Thanks
PPMU
for your comment
Yes, we will consider
this and will sellect the
most suitable price for
compensation

Dang Thi Ha
Safety policy
consultants

Bui Van Phu,
Thuong Coc
Commune

Yes, definitely like that.

Dang Thi Ha
Safety policy
consultants

Nguyen Thi Binh,
Chi Thien
Commune

Yes, the contractor will
be required to respect
the traditional
ceremonies of the local
people, they are not
allowed to do anything
that affect the
ceremonies.

PPMU

Other agreements
(v)

Everyoneinthe meetingsupported for and highly agreed with the project Upgrading the Irrigation
System and Rural Road of Lac Son District, Hoa Binh Province. At present, the road has not yet
been constructed, when the rainy season come, property and life of the residents among two sides
of the stream heavily affected. When the road and irrigation completion, this will help to protect
residential area, infrastructures and crop area of the people. It will create advantage condition for
economic development; stabilize people‟s life in the area.

(vi)

The APs were all agreed with contents and informed about project scale of impacts, possible land
acquisition
of
the
AHs,
fully
agreewiththeproject‟spolicyon
compensationandresettlementassistance, accept cashcompensationat replacement costs.

(vii)

It is thought thattheenvironmental impactsof the projectduringconstructionareinevitable, but these
effectscan beovercomewiththemitigationmeasuresas proposed in the meeting.

(viii)

Accept supports for vulnerable groups such as poor households, single female-headed
households, and EM groups.

(ix)

Encourage the more actively and meaningfully participation of women and EMs into the process of
REMDP implementation, management and monitoring.

(x)

When compensation payment is made, it must be presented both husband and wife for witness
and receipt. People may represent in the Community Monitoring Board during subproject
construction.

(xi)

All agreed with thecomplaintmechanismand resolveprocedurein accordance withcurrent legislation.
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(xii)

The womenand ethnicminorities are alsohighlyagreedwithaction plans on gender and EM ofsubproject.

(xiii)

Participants wish to receive fully benefits and rights as specified Project Policy Framework and in
the law and legal documents of Vietnam.

(xiv) Interests, demands and comments of participants will be considered and addressed in the project
cycle
VI. TIME OF ADJOURNMENT: 08/5/2012
VII. PREPARED BY:

Dang Thi Ha
Vu Chi Cong

ANNEX 4: IOL RESULTS ON AFFECTED HOUSEHOLDS
No

Name of HH

Total area

Garden land

Affected area (m2)
Agri. Land
Forestland
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No

Name of HH

PhuLuong commune
1 Bui Van Diem
2 Bui Van Hinh
3 Bui thiThinh
4 Bui Van Dot
5 Bui Van Du
6 Bui Van Deo
7 Bui Thi Hoi
8 PhanThiHuong
9 Bui ThiThuat
10 Bui Thi Din
11 Bui ThiChien
12 Bui Van Lien
13 Bui Van Con
14 Bui Thi Sin
15 Bui Van Muoi
PhucTuy commune
16 Bui Van Linh
17 Bui ThiNham
18 Bui Van Dun
19 Bui Van Sum
20 Quang Van Hai
21 Quang Van Thu
22 Bui Van Xien
ThuongCoc commune
23 Bui Van Han
24 Bui Van Van
25 QuachDucThao
26 Bui Van Xuan
27 Bui Van Han
28 Bui Van Phu
29 Bui Van Tuoi
30 Bui Van Phuong
31 Bui Van On
32 Bui Van Hinh
33 Bui Van Moi
34 Bui Van Luu
35 Bui Van Thin
36 Bui van Su
37 Quach Van Vi
38 Bui Van Don
39 Bui ThiHeo
40 Bui Van Tin
41 Bui Van Him
42 Bui Van Hai
43 Bui Van Son
44 Bui Van Tren
45 Bui Van Xinh
46 Bui Van Chuc
47 Bui Van Ruoi
48 Bui Van Nhao
49 Bui Van Re
50 Bui Van Long
51 Bui Thi Van
52 Bui Van Minh
53 Bui Van Nom
54 Bui ThiAnh
55 Bui Van Dang
56 Bui Van Mien
57 Bui Thi Ron
58 Bui Van Thu
59 Bui Van Duc
60 Bui ThiHinh

Total area

Garden land

Affected area (m2)
Agri. Land
Forestland

1242
1488.5
1423.5
1747.5
1632

103.5
114.5
109.5
116.5
102

1267.5
1110
1202.7
1393.6
1582.5
1479

97.5
92.5
105.5
107.2
105.5
98.6

1478.4
1254.4

105.6
89.6

2116.5
1629
1534.4
1617
1749.8
1509
1204.5

124.5
108.6
109.6
115.5
134.6
125.7
109.5

567
104.5
127.5
600
780
1506
157.5
1761.5
550
400
1673
540
1379.4
110.5
1494
209
1750
700
1271.6
540.5
250
550
500
350.9
550
389
109.2
345
450
450.5
600
500
560
500
400
450
450
600

7
9.5
8.5
9.5
6
125.5
10.5
135.5
11
8
119.5
9.5
125.4
8.5
124.5
11
125
10.5
115.6
8.5
4
6.7
6
4
3.5
6.5
7.8
10
10
2
4.8
4.5
7.5
6.7
9
8.5
11
10.5
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No

Name of HH

61 Bui Van Canh
62 Bui Van Thanh
63 Bui Van Hung
64 Bui Van Nhien
65 Bui Van Di
66 Bui Van Nhu
67 Bui Van Bai
68 Bui Van Xuong
69 Bui Van Nhuong
70 Bui Van Lin
71 Bui Van Phuong
72 Bui Van Non
73 Bui Van Quy
74 Bui Van Oc
75 Bui Van E
76 Bui Van Quang
77 Bui Van Koi
78 Do Van Van
79 Nguyen Van Tuyen
80 Do Van Quan
81 Bui Van Muong
82 Bui Van Nhung
83 Bui Van Dinh
84 Bui Van Sen
Chi Thien commune
85 Quach Van Uc
86 Bui Van Loi
87 Quach Van Ha
88 Quach Van Nguu
89 Bui Van Tin
90 Bui ThiPhuc
91 Quach Van Toan
92 Bui Van Hon
93 Quach Van Tinh
94 Quach Van Kinh
95 Quach Van Hoi
96 Quach Van Duong
97 Quach Van Dung
98 Bui Van Bich
99 Ton That Ly
100 Dang Minh Phuong
101 Nguyen Ba
102 Nguyen Thi Diet
103 Nguyen Mui
104 Le ThiThach
105 Nguyen Van Huong
106 Dang Ngoc
107 Nguyen Tuu
108 Nguyen Thi Diet
109 Ngo Sung
110 Tan Duy
111 Tan Can
112 Hong Van
113 Dang Cong Sy
114 Nguyen Anh Dung
115 Nguyen Huong
116 Tran Sung
117 Nguyen ThiBinh
118 Nguyen Tuu
119 Lam ThiEm
120 Le ThiNhon
121 Nguyen Thi Ban

Total area
350.5
400
350
450.5
450.5
500
400
220
350
450
380
400
400
590
504
250
390
500
250
340
450
600
700
570

350
250
340
142.5
300
1320
450
1314
450
350
1350
560
760
1657.5
350
1371.5
178.5
1224
127.5
350
300.5
250
350
7000.5
7945
7442.5
350.5
8683
7931
450.5
8057
256.5
7735

Affected area (m2)
Garden land
Agri. Land
Forestland
12
7.5
6.3
7.5
11
8.5
11.6
11
9
8
7.5
6.5
4
5
7.5
6.5
9
8
10
7.5
8.6
8
9
11.5

7
9.5
8.5
9.5
6
120
10.5
109.5
11
8
112.5
9.5
8.5
110.5
11
105.5
10.5
102
8.5
4
6.7
6
5.3
538.5
567.5
572.5
6.5
578.9
566.5
7.8
575.5
9.5
552.5
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No

Name of HH

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

Dang Thien
Ngo Cho
Tan Van Thanh
Tan Huy
Nguyen Anh Dung
Dang ThiTu
Dang Hieu
Le Tri
Duong ThanhDuoc

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183

Nguyen ThiUng
Nguyen Tan
Vo Bang
Vo Truong
Tran Xuan
HuaChinh
Ho Dinh
Dang ThiDoi
Vo Yen
Duong Kich
Duong ThiNhut
Tan Van Nhon
Ngo ThiLuong
Tran Do
Tan ThiHuong
HuaTe
Ho Thieu
Tran Sung
Nguyen Cam
Nguyen Huynh
Ho Van Minh
HuaDinh
Ho Phuong
Duong Lu
Tran Thi Cu
Nguyen Y
Ho Van Chinh
Nguyen Thi Hon
HuaDat
Nguyen Cuong
Ngo Tuong Dung
Tan ThiThuc
Tan Tien
Nguyen Thi Luc
Tran Sung
Tan Chuan
Tran Xuan
Tan Nam
Tran ThiDien
Tran Thong
Pham ThiHao
Nguyen Ba Sanh
Nguyen HuuTanh
Tran Ban
Tran Huan
Dinh Pham
Dinh Van Nghe
Tran Ban
Huynh Khai
Tran Hoang
Dinh Sang
Nguyen Can
Nguyen ThiHoanh

Total area

Garden land

Affected area (m2)
Agri. Land
Forestland

250
560
457
400
405
400
500
185.6

9.5
12
7.5
6.3
7.5
11
8.5
11.6

700
750
760
500
350
300
400
112.5
309
350
350
350
270
450.5
250
400
300
6678

11
9
8
7.5
6.5
4
5
7.5
6.5
9
8
10
7.5
8.6
8
9
11.5

450.5

10.5

280

8.5

350
7980

9.5

350
400
350
250
300
400
350
378
290
305
298
500
240

3.5
6.5
7.8
10
10
2
4.8
4.5
7.5
6.7
9
8.5
11

556.5

570

6462

538.5

250

11

400

6.5

250

7.9

300
6850

8.5
456.7
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No
184
185
186
187
188
189

Name of HH
Tran Nhi
Tan Huy
Tran Hoang
Vo Khanh
Vo Ly
Vo Nhung

Total area

Garden land

Affected area (m2)
Agri. Land
Forestland

400
5814

11

400

8.5

387.6
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ANNEX 5: SUMMARY RESULTS OF REPLACEMENT COST SURVEY

No.
1
2
5
6
8
10
11
12
13
16
17

Items
Agricultural land
Annual crop
Custard apple
Jack fruit
Rhombic fruit
Guava
Dracontomelum
Acacia
Eucalyptus
Bamboo
Cinnamon

Provincial price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
200/tree
180/tree
190/tree
200/tree
180/tree
20/tree
61/tree
20/tree
130/tree

Data
Replacement price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
205/tree
200/tree
200/tree
200/tree
195/tree
21/tree
60/tree
20/tree
130/tree

Compensation price
35000 VND/m2
5000 VND/m2
205/tree
200/tree
200/tree
200/tree
195/tree
20/tree
61/tree
20/tree
130/tree
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